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7s cem GST 
ire closes 
igh school 
A smouldering fire in an electric 
heater was responsible for the total 
closure of Caledonia Senior Sec- 
ondary School Monday morning. 
The fire began about 8:45 a.m. 
after a school staff member turned 
the heat up in room 110 to remove 
the morning chill. School principal 
Tom Hamakawa says it was appar- 
ently a dust-choked air filter in the 
heater that caused the problem; 
smoke soon filled the room and 
then most of the second floor of 
the school, causing cancellation of
all second-floor, first-period 
classes. 
At the end of first period classes; 
foul-smelling smoke still filled the 
second floor, creating a new prob- 
lem. Many students who attended 
regular classes on the first floor 
during tic first period were sched- 
uled to go to second floor class- 
rooms for the second period. This 
was impossible, says Hamakawa, 
and the entire school was closed 
until about 11 a.m. 
Smoke from a smouldering 
heater would not ordinarily create 
a problem of this magnitude; sim- 
ply closing the doors and opening 
the windows would normally get 
rid of most of the smoke. But you 
can't do that at Caledonia. Hama- 
kawa explains that when the school 
was built a ventilation system was 
installed to circulate the air. 
Designers believed that opening a 
single window would defeat the 
whole purpose of the air circula- 
tion system, so the school was 
designed to prevent this occur- 
fence. None of the windows open. 
"School  district mainte'nance staff 
found a way to over-fide the sys- 
tem, though. They broke a window 
in room 110 so Terrace firefighters 
could use exhaust fans to clear the 
second floor air. Hamakawa says 
classes throughout he remainder 
of the day were unaffected by the 
incident. 
Continued on Page A4 
Terrace first aid 
team tops zone 
A Terrace first aid team made up of B.C. ambulance attendants 
Barry Franzmann, Gord Speirs and Tom and Heather St. Laurent won 
the north coast zone title in the Workers' Compensation Board 
Industrial First Aid Competition in Smithers last weekend. Team 
captain Barry Franzmann says they will represent the north coast 
region at the WCB provincial finals in Richmond on June 15, and if 
they winthat, they're off to an international industrial first aid 
competition i  England. 
Second place in the eight.team Smithers event went to Eurocan. 
Franzmann said his team was put to the test when they had to treat 
three patients who were victims of a simulated explosion. Injuries in 
the simulation ranged from a chest wound to fractures and the team 
was'given 20 minutes to diagnose the injuries and begin transporting 
the victims to hospital. Individual team members were then put to the 
test in a timed simulation during which they had to determine the 
type and extent of injuries of an accident victim who was unable to 
communicate with them. 
Franzmann says he's proud of his team. Training and experience in
competitive industrial first aid really paid off. Franzmann himself has 
10 years experience in this type of competition, Heather St. Laurent 
has six to seven years experience, her husband Tom has a couple Of 
years, and Gord Speirs, the team rookie, is working on his first year. 
in WCB.sponsored competitive first aid. 
I 
Auctio n puts another 
$30,000 in CT Scanner fund 
by Betty Barton 
The R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation raised 
more than $30,000 at their third annual Gala 
Evening and Auction. The bids came in despite 
auctioneer Leo DeJong's repeated taunt, "I have 
never worked so hard for so little (money)". 
The item that raised the most money ($3250) 
was an Annette Bolton totem pole donated by 
Roman Pelletier. Pelletier had bought he pole at 
the foundation auction three years ago. Other 
items which sold for handsome prices included a
fishing trip for three in a Cessna 185 for one day 
to a remote lake, a handmade crocheted 
tablecloth, and a magic horn (used to warn 
invaders) from Kltwanga. 
One of the highlights of the evening was the 
Celebrity Horse Race with Dr. Sharon Lee, Barb 
Kerr, Epp Talstra, Bill Lee (son of Dr. R.E.M. 
Lee), Allan McAlpine and Roman Pelletier as the 
horses. Their "trainers" solicited bets from the 
audience, and then the race was on. One patron 
speculated on the race, "I don't think it's speed or 
agility; it's the number of tickets you sellt" It 
turned out to be the luck of the draw. Two die 
were rolled at a time and the numbers which 
turned up allowed each "horse" with the corre- 
sponding number to move one square on the 
dance floor. The winner was Alan McAlpine, and 
the ultimate winner was the R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation, more than $2000 richer at the end of 
the race. 
Dr. R.E.M. Lee and wife Thelma were guests of 
honour. Dr. Lee, as one of the founders of the 
Foundation, spoke of the tremendous standard of 
medical care in Canada, noting that the CT Scan- 
ner is now standard examination i many hospi. 
tals in Canada. He concluded, "It was always my 
belief that Terrace would become a regional 
health centre. The CT Scanner will see that 
happen." 
To date, through the annual auctions, sale of 
hospital greens, the cash calendars and sales of 
the Roy Vickers prints of Kitselas Canyon, the 
R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation has raised over 
$300,000 towards the cost of the $600,000 CT 
Scanner for Mills Memorial Hospital. 
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Fire continued from page A, 
In other fire activity the Thorn- 
hill fire department was called into 
action Monday afternoon when a 
propane-fuelled van caught fire 
just south of Onion Lake. Deputy 
fire chief Ted Ramsey says the 
driver of the van noticed his 
vehicle heating up as he drove up 
the hill from the Kitimat River and 
he pulled off the highway a, short 
time later when he noticed smoke 
coming from under the dash. 
Ran'Bey says the driver of a 
p~sing logging truck tried to help 
with a fire extinguisher, and when 
that attempt failed he called for 
help on his radio-telephone. Thorn- 
hill volunteers esponded with their 
mini-pumper and later a larger 
truck was called in to assist in the 
blaze. Ramsay estimates them was 
about three-quarters of a tank-  
about 15 gallons - -  of propane in 
the van's fuel tank. Due to the 
hazard RCMP shut the highway 
down for about an hour and a half. 
The van was destroyed in the 
blaze, and the cause is under in- 
vestigation. 
Thornhill firefighters were called 
out a second time Monday when a 
brush fire was reported on Queens- 
way Drive at about 6 p.m. Rather 
than a brush fire, though, Ramsey 
says they found a barn and out- 
buildings were on fire and a wind 
of about 35 miles per hour was 
threatening to spread the blaze. 
Ramsey says the cause of that fire 
is under investigation aswell. 
- -  COMING EVENTS - - -  
Our Coming Events column is a public service offered by the Ter- 
race Review. Deadline is Friday at 5 p.m. Coming Events must be 
mailed in or dropped off at our office, 4535 Craig Avenue, typed or in 
legible writing. 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project is available 
from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society office, corner of 
Apsley Street and Lakelse Avenue, each Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Branch 73, B.C. Old Age Pensioners Organization, hold a pancake 
breakfast at the Happy Gang Centre the first Saturday of every month 
fromS'to 11 a.m. Everyone welcome! 
Heritage Park Museum, sponsored by the Terrace Regional Museum 
Society, is open for tours dally from Tuesday to Saturday between 
10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Office hours 10 a.m. to 6 p,m. For group tours, 
school tours or weddings, please make an appointment by phoning 
635-4546 or 635-2508. 
Register now for the French Preschool fall '91 program. Children must 
be a minimum of 32 months and toilet trained. Knowledge of French is 
not required. For further information, call Pare at 635-4260. (6/26). 
Volunteers are needed for child health clinics (immunization clinics) 
every Tueei~gy from 9:30 a,~. to 12 noon and from 1:30 to 4 p.m., and 
the ?lrst ah'd thli'd'Th~tsdb.~s of 6~ew:i~0i~h fi.om 1:30 tO 4~ p.ml butles 
include: Weighing'and measuring children. No lifting necessary. For 
more information, call Debra at 638-3310. 
Wednesday, June 5 -- The Royal Purple annual Senior Citizen Tea at 
the Elks Hall at 2822 Tetrault Street at 2 p.m. Admission is free. Prizes. 
All seniors in Terrace are welcome. For further Information, call 
Beatrice Parnell at 635-2178. 
Wednesday, June 5 -- Ksan House Society cordially invites you to our 
open house from 11:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Come and see our new office's 
and how we refurbished Terrace's old jail. We are location at 3224 
Kalum St. For more information, please feel free to call 635-2373, 8:30 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Wednesday, June 5 -- Join Bill Davidson for an afternoon workshop 
entitled Characteristics of an Adolescent Sex Offender. This 
workshop will look into a child's experience in a dysfunctional home 
and its effects. 1 p.m. at the Terrace Women's Resource Centre. 
Please pre-register to avoid disappointment. For more information call 
638-0228. 
Tuesday, June 11 -- You are cordially Invited to attend the Regular 
School Board Meeting of School District No. 88 (Terrace) at 7:30 p.m. 
at 3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Thursday, June 13 -- at I p.m. at the Terrace Women's Resource Cen- 
tre -- Film Still Killing Us Softly: Advertlslng's Images of Women. This 
fast paced, amusing commentary on aovertlsing reveals not only I~ow 
the ad industry sells it products and promotes negative images of 
women, also the power it has to shape attitudes and behavior. 
Thursday, June 13 -- There will be a General Meeting of the TLT Socie- 
ty at 7:30 p.m. at the McColl Playhouse. Please attend to wrap up this 
season and set plans for next fall. See you there and wish us well at 
Malnstage. 
Friday, June 14 -- Support group meeting for persons suffering from 
M.E. (Myalglc Encephalomyelitis), also known as C.F.I.D.S. (Chronic 
Fatigue and Immune Dysfunction Syndrome). We will be meeting in 
the downstairs meeting room of the Terrace Public Library at 7:30 p.m. 
For more information please call Kathleen Talstra at 635-2718. 
Thursday, June 20 -- Terrace Women's Resource Centre is holding a 
workshop -- Public Speaking. Come join us for an overview of how to 
be an effective speaker. Please pre-register at 638-0228. 
July & August (through Labour Day) -- A Park Interpreter is available 
to conduct guided hikes and educational programs for school groups 
or other organizations. To book your group call the B.C. Parks office at 
798-2277. Thursdays: "Jerry's Rangers" Day Program/Evening Pro- 
gram. Fridays: Day Program/Evening Program. Saturdays: Day Pro- 
gramlEvenlng Program. Sundays: Day Program/Evening Program. 
Mondays: Evening Program. For more information on programs and 
times call B.C. Parks at 798-2277. 
Terrecevlew Lodge Pet Visitation Program are looking for interested 
pet owners to volunteer for the program. There will be initial dog 
screening sessions to be announced. Volunteer orientation will be 
provided. For more information please contact Tammy635-4881, Pam 
or Doris 638-0223. 
July 16 -- Diabetic Teaching Clinic -- 1 day Refresher for Renewal of 
Certificate of Training. A doctors referral is required for the Clinic. 
Contact: Mills Memorial Hospital Dietitian, Joan Marr at 638-4050. 
ON TRACK. The Terrace Model Railway Club held an open house in their Agar St. headquarters 
last Saturday to let railroad enthusiasts take a look at what they've been working on. Hundreds of 
feet of track, dozens of switches and thousands of hours of work have gone into the miniature 
landscape over the past two years. Club treasurer Steve Northddge, president Rene Jenster and 
young rail fans Robbie and Ramona Guthde and Nathan Northridge inspect the moulded plaster 
landscape. .,, ,  ~ 
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• Quiet, Powerful 4 or 5 hp B&S 
Quantum engine 
• Rustproof die-cast aluminum deck 
• High lift blade for clean and even cut 
• Big 3.bushel bag - largest in industry 
• Three-position handle-bar for 
more comfort 
• 3-way convertible. Side-Discharge •
Mulch • Rear Bag 
• Rustproof die-cast aluminum deck 
• High lift blade for clean and even cut 
• Optional rear bag kit and mulching kit 
• Adjustable handles for more comfort 
SAVINGS SHOWN ABOVE ARE OFF 
MANUFACTURER'S  SUGGESTED RETAIL  PR ICE .  
® 
OFFER ENDS JUNE 30, 1991 AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS. 
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F i re  depar tment  " 
,slowlytuning up 
lhb Terrace Fi~ Department three minutes, there was no one 
seems to lbe looking better every tl~ere to answer the phone. Now, 
day. Over the last few months, firefighters driving to the fireball 
firefighters have spruced up the or to an emergency an answer the 
upstairs offices and living quarters phone. If it's a second fire, they 
with • fresh paint and carpet. A can operate the paging system to 
• ,modem" phone system was call out a second crew of fire- 
installed last week, replacing the fighters. 
old rotary dial "telephones, some- 
Another fire department upgrade thing most offices threw out years 
ago. is under discussion. Adding more 
Also last week, a radio-telephone bays to the firehall has been tossed 
communications upgrade will help around for a number of years. Of 
to make the department more primary concern has been the 
effective. The system will allow rescue 01 vehicle, which has to be 
incoming calls to be answered kept outside due to a lack of 
from fire trucks or portables. This indoor space. This is said to be a 
is an importantco~ideration. Only factor in the deterioration of the 
one flrefighter mars the hal l  at vehicle. In the past little has been 
night and in the past this has done to correct the situation, but 
meant agap of about hree minutes now city council is in motion. New communlcnt ions equipment is going to make the Terrace Fire Department more efficient, 
during which the emergency They have asked their Internal and thanks to firefighter Jim b"tainton 0eft), the fire hall's resident radio technichan, and AGIK 
phones were unmanned, the time it Review Committee to appoint a Communications technican Doug Andersen, the equipment was installed last week. 
took for another firefighter to special committee to review the . . . . . .  
come in and cover the fireball, If overall building requirements for Set 
there was a second fire dufing that thehousmgofemergencyvehicles. Police c o s t s  
Rural rescue a matter of concern ~deral government have agreed to leave the old 
• . cost-sharing formula for policing as it is while they negotiate a ne w 
Many years ago ambulances in dispatch centre in Kamlo0ps which for vehicular accidents" and calls ' one. That means the city of Terrace gets at the least a one-year 
B.C. were operated by local fire serves the bulk of the province for uniform policy and standards, reprieve on cost increases that could have amounted to $250,000. 
departments or, in larger centres, outside the lower mainland, equitable access to services, and The 10-year contract between the federal Solicitor General and the 
private companies. The province coordination with existing emerg- B.C. government covering the cost of RCMP services to municipal- 
decided there was a serious lack of Will the same thing happen to ency and rescue services. In mak- ities and rural areas in the province xpired in March. The federal 
coordination in this system, par- fire department rescue vehicles? ing the resolution, the regional government's opening position in negotiations for the new contract 
ticularly where an emergency was The Regional District of Kitimat- district points out that "no single sought o bring down their part of the Cost-sharing formula. The 
in a rund area part way between Stikine has prepared a resolution to  agency • has responsibility for city of Terrace faced a budget dilemma earlier this month, with 
two serviced areas, be presented at this fall's Union of essential rescue and protection council not knowing what cost to assign policing in the city for the 
B.C. Municipalities annual general services related to vehicular acci- coming year. 
So the province commandeered meet!ng that seems to suggest dents and emergencies"; and, "the City.administrat0r Bob Hallser said council was pepS I  to draw 
the ambulance service and gave it that's exactly what should happen, need for these services most fie- money if necessary out of the municipal treasury's surplus. That 
a name of their own. As a part of The resolution calls for "a prey- quently occurs outside municipal stands at about $235,000, he said. 
that move, they built a central incial rescue and protection service and fire protection boundaries". 
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the Kalum South Resource Management Plan 
The Ministry of Forests would like to know the public's opinion on matters of resource 
management planning. If you are interested, please fill out the following questionnaire, and/or 
contact he undersigned. 
1.What are the present and future recreational values on local forest land7 
2.Do you feel the level of timber harvesting is appropriate? 
3.What are the fish and wildlife values that you would like to see managed? 
4.How do you see the integration of the many values of our forest resource? 
5.How do you see the relationship between resource use, environmental compatibility, and the 
economic well-being of the area? 
&What other resource use issues do you consider important for the Kalum South area? 
To get the answers to these and many more questions, the Ministry of Forests, British 
Columbia Environment, and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans have embarked on the 
KALUM SOUTH RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN in the area outlined on the attached 
map. 
Just recently some ninety organizations were invited to participate. If you arc a member of 
some organization and were not contacted, or a member of the general public and would like 
to get involved, we would appreciate hearing from you. For more information, please write 
or phone; 
Glenn Smith, Planner or Brad Pollard, Planning Assistant at the: 
Ministry of Forests, 
Room 200 - $220 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B. C. 
phone 638-3290. 
YOUR INPUT AND PARTICIPATION ARE IMPORTANT TO. THE PLANNING 
PROCESS AND FWFUI~ OF OUR LOCAL FOREST RESOURCES, 
( ~  Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry 
of Forests 
- - . . J  
PII'(,'AI E 
N 
Kalum South 
Resource 
Management 
Plan 
Plonnl  Area 
T##Jor Supply Area , 
Provlnclol Fore# 
Tree Form U~r~e 
Recreation Meo . 
Ecdoglcol Reserve 
Uunlctpol Boundory 
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EDITORIAL J 
What price convenience? 
he call for tenders i out and the deadline for submissions i
T June 19. As when described details of the reported we 
city's 1991 budget, council has set aside $54,000 for a slab 
and concrete block public convenience in the northwest 
comer of George Little Memorial Park. 
Council tried the same thing twice last year with a budget of 
$30,000. The first time no bids were received, the second a couple of 
bids were received, but they exceeded the budget by about $15,000. 
The solution? Simple. Put more money in the budget next year. If 
this process ounds familiar, you're probably thinking of the swim- 
ming pool expansion... A project hat started out with a $350,000 
price tag and ended up costing $1.1 million. 
We have had a few comments on a story we ran on March 20 one 
from a city employee who would like to remain anonymous. The 
story described an internal memo received by city council that 
offered a few options for their consideration. The basic comment 
isn't really a comment at all.., it's a question. What ever happened to 
thai memo? Why didn't council at least give it a little more thought? 
From this memo we learned that the washroom proposal wasn't 
new. The original washroom solution involved an external addition to 
the library. The idea was scrapped, though, when the library slarted 
talking about expansion. Next came a suggestion for an addition to 
the bandshell. But that one didn't fly because the city didn't have the 
money. And then came the current proposal for separate building in a 
far comer of the park. 
But the memo suggested to cotmeil that the best idea of all was to 
include washrooms in the library expansion we're supposed to be 
voting on in November. Coupled with an overall expansion, it would 
be much more economical to design, build and heat, and the public 
would ~ve easy access through an exterior entrance. 
The current proposal doesn't call for any kind of a heating system 
at all. Who's going to use them in the winter? But washrooms in the 
library expansion could easily he heated and an interior entrance 
would mean they could be accessed from the library during winter 
months, so they would be used all year round. 
The only thing wrong with the idea, it was pointed out, was the fact 
that the library option meant here would no permanent washrooms 
for this yea~s Riverboat Days celebration. We would be stuck with 
porta-biffies. Still, in the long term, the integrity, of the park would 
.~.  .~ .:, ,~ .~ . . ' .~  , ,  ,'~ . • . , . ' , , . ,  ~ . , .  , ,  .~  , . ~ ~,~.  :~  . . . . . . .  . 
be preservdi and options for the northwest comer of the park would 
remain open. And When compared to $54,000, a-rental porta-biffy 
looks pretty good. It would cost only about a $1,000 a year for a 
rental or the city could buy their own for around $650. The rental 
was recommended because the city wouldn't need to worry about 
vandalism or maintenance. 
On the other two options, it was pointed out that a separate building 
would preclude any future use of that corner of the park and vandal- 
ism and maintenance osts would be "horrendous". In addition, 
because the building would not be heated, it would have to be 
winterized every fall and reopened every spring. 
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Letters to the editor will be considered for publication only when signed. 
Please include your telephone number. 
The editor reserves the right to condense and edit letters. Opinions 
expressed are not necessarily those of the Terrace IOv#w.  
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Ttze view f rom 
lqctor ia - -  
by John Plfer 
VICTORIA-  Today's topics, 
dear readers, are ethics and the 
sleaze factor in politics, 
especially as applied to the 
looming B.C. general election. 
It would appear that both 
the governing Social Credit 
Party and the opposition New 
Democrats intend to stir the 
muck mightily in their fight for 
power. 
Perhaps one should not have 
been surprised to see debate in 
the Legislature deteriorate o 
an exchange of accusations 
about corruption, mismanage- 
ment, sleazy political tactics 
and the like, as evidenced in 
the past two weeks. 
(1 won't even get into the 
argument of whether or not 
charges of corruption and 
favors for friends are wholly 
accurate, partly accurate, or in- 
accurate. I'll leave that to you 
voters). 
Whatever the case, the NDP 
continues to hammer home its 
belief that the current ad- 
ministration is the most corrupt 
government in the province's 
history. 
NDP criti~ Glen Clark even 
went so far as to accuse 
Finance Minister John Jansen 
of misleading the House by 
claiming the deficit was one- 
third of the actual $1.2billion 
the Socreds will borrow this 
year. 
In doing so, they were vir- 
tually following disgraced 
former premier Bill Vender 
Zalm's lead. 
For it was he who repeatedly 
labelled Mr. Sihota "Sleazy 
Moe, a moniker enthusiastically 
supported (not surprisinglyT) 
by disgraced former attorney- 
general Bud Smith. 
The Socreds intend to remind 
the voting public ad nauseam 
that it was Sihota who in- 
troduced into the Legislature 
the first of the infamous audio 
tapes of Mr. Smith's car- 
telephone calls into the 
Legislature... tapes which led 
to his crashing fall from grace 
just 10 months ago. 
You may rest assured that 
come the election campaign, 
Mr. Sihota will be painted as a 
wire-tapping eavesdropper. 
The Socreds eem determined 
to leave the impression that the 
Esquimalt MLA did the actual 
taping, rather than just making 
the material public when hand- 
ed it on a platter by a sym- 
pathetic reporter. 
Some of the vitriol Mr. 
Smith and the Socreds feel 
toward Mr. Sihota oozed into 
the House last Wednesday 
when former Cabinet Minister 
and former Speaker John 
Reynolds launched a vicious at- 
tack aimed primarily at the 
poor business practices of Mr. 
Sihota's deceased father. 
What next7 Slurs against an 
opponent's dead mother7 
If this session continues 
through June, the sewer-level 
"debate" reached by Reynolds 
will likely set the tone.., in 
other words, anything oes. 
And now that it's all being 
televised aily, thousands have 
the opportunity to catch every 
innuendo, every acusation, 
every bitter interjection from 
both sides of the House. 
Why, it's almost as good as 
watching Dallas or Dynasty! 
But howabout we name it 
"As the Stomach Turns"! 
A quick note about the race 
(you should excuse the expres- 
sion) for the leadership of the 
Social Credit Party7 
As delegate selection 
meetings for the July 18-20 
convention begin, there are per- 
sistent rumblings of more can- 
didates emerging. 
And there is one member of 
Cabinet who is little known to 
the general public, but highly 
respected by his colleagues, 
who is getting some pressure to 
run. 
I speak of Norm Jacobsen, 
the second member from 
Dewdney and currently social 
services and housing minister. 
For the past three years, the 
former Maple Ridge mayor has 
been described by his confreres 
as "the most common-sense 
voice in Cabinet" and one of 
the best at operating his 
ministry. 
Mr. Jacobsen has a proven 
record of business (he owned a 
logging company), and was the 
voice of sanity and reason in 
caucus inAugust 1988, when 
.all hell was breaking loose 
around then-premier Vander 
Zalm, what with the abortion 
controversy, Cabinet resigna- 
tions and the egregious l)avid 
Peele affair. 
Some Socred MLAs are 
championing the unassuming 
Jacobsen for Premier, saying 
the fact that he is quiet, con- 
templative and capable can be 
used to advantage, specially in 
contrast o the loud, careless- 
thinking, incompetent style of 
leadership from Wild Willie. 
So, can a man who looks 
like a retired banker fire up a 
party in this era in which televi- 
sion glitz and glamour takes 
precedence over substance7 
T h i s  week , . "  : :-.:: . . . . .  .: . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :: -: . - , ' " ' ' ' ' 
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" M  ~!~heWrb~~liYn°~i working diesel engines died.There 
session here." 
"What's wrong?" Jovial asked, 
suspecting he had an idea what it 
was. 
"The good news is that you'll be 
able to take advantage of your 
bonus penalty system. The bad 
news is that it won't help much 
because the money these guys are 
throwing off ihe edge of that cliff 
up there will add up to a lot more 
than any penalty ou assess against 
them." 
Squish hit the gas, gravel spew- 
ing from spinning tires. Jovial was 
thrown against the back of the 
seat. "Hey. Take it easy. Even 
Plug doesn't drive like this." There 
was a hint of fear in Jovial's voice. 
Squish slammed on the brake, s
sliding to a stop only inches from 
the front bumper of a parked log- 
ging truck. Jovial, his whole world 
filled with truck grille, dug holes 
in Squish's dash with bare fingers 
was more yelling. Jovial wondered 
why he hadn't stayed in New York 
or Milwaukee. His New York 
office was pure luxury and the 
office in his Milwaukee plastic 
plant was really very nice. And the 
population i  both cities was sane. 
But a friend, as of the moment a
former friend, had told him there 
was money to be made in the B.C. 
lumber industry. Where was that 
friend now? 
Jovial pried his fingers out of 
Squish's dash. With effort, he 
opened the door and carefully 
tested his balance as he stood up. 
A little shaky.., but with a little 
will power he felt he could hide it. 
He walked to the rear of the log- 
ging truck. A crowd had gathered 
to watch grown men yell at one 
another. In Jovial's estimation, 
Squish was winning if high pitch 
was the only criteria in the contest. 
"What's wrong," Jovial asked 
The Way I 
See It... 
by Stephanle Wlebe 
Last :Sunday was my mother's 
sixty-second birthday. I can only 
print that because she lives too 
far away to take off her slipper 
and smack me. I was genuinely 
surprised to figure out she was 
sixty two years old. That used to 
seem like such an elderly frail 
number, but it doesn't anymore. 
Sixty two isn't what it used to be, 
maybe because its closer than it 
used to be, My mother certainly 
doesn't seem elderly and frail. 
She's been preparing to die for 
about hirty years now. Not that 
she's in poor health, mind you. 
She's a fit and sturdy woman. 
She hikes every day, has never 
smoked, eats things like wheat 
germ, tofu and just about any 
organically-grown plant. She even 
reads Prevention magazine, a 
habit conclusively shown to 
improve health in white labora= 
tory mice. She's one of the 
healthiest people I know, yet 
she's been anticipating her own 
death since the age of thirty. 
Throughout her house are 
hidden bits of paper and tape, 
stuck under lamps, chairs, paint- 
ings and appliances. Slips of 
paper invade her jewellery box, 
her closet, and her photo albums. 
These are the labels identifying 
which object goes to whom after 
her death. No, her adult children 
are not bickering over a future 
multi-million dollar estate - -  we 
get along quite well, actually, and 
she's pending our inheritance. 
My mother is merely anticipating 
the huge legal war we might 
spark when she dies. 
Years ago, when I was young 
and didn't even know what the 
word "estate" meant, my mother 
heard stories of families dividing 
and battling in court over the 
estates of their deceased parents 
or grandparents. The names 
involved are usually something 
like Rockefeller or Hearst. My  
mother decided then that this 
would never happen to her close 
middle-class family, and the bits 
of paper have invaded her house- 
hold since. 
Turn over a lamp and you'll 
read "Granddaughter Tam"; flip 
up the leaf on the dining table 
and the label says "Son Jeff'. 
Each item has been inventoried 
and marked, so there's no mistak- 
ing its future ownership. Some- 
times this gels ridiculous. During 
one visit, my husband was admir- 
ing some charcoal portraits of my 
parents displayed on the wall. 
"Gee, Morn, these are really 
lovely," he remarked. 
Mom walked over and replied, 
"Those will go to Kathy and John 
because they bought he frames." 
"No, I don't want them when 
you die, Morn, I was just com- 
menting that they were nice." 
She ignored him. "You can 
have the antique lamp there, it 
was Grandma's." 
My mother also has a strong 
sense of fairness and equality. If 
twenty seven items are slated to 
be inherited by an adult child, 
then twenty seven items had 
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by Tod Strachan, in consultation with Rod Arnold and Doug Davies 
innocently, his voice betraying the 
unforgettable experience he had 
lived through during the past thirty 
seconds. 
Everyone tried to answer his 
question at the same time. Jovial 
held up both hands. Silence. 
"Herby... Start explaining. Every- 
quiet.', he said flatly. And there 
was silence. There was no doubt in 
anyone's mind who was in charge. 
"It's ignorance of the PHSP 
again," Squish continued. "The 
PHSP contains a map that shows 
exactly where every landing is to 
be built. And the landing we're 
one else... Keep your mouth shut." 
"It's really quite simple," Squish 
began. "These people are destroy- 
ing your trees." Jovial raised his 
hands against the objectionS of the 
others. "I told you guys to keep 
better be labelled for each sibling. 
Four siblings, six grandchildren, 
means that everything in her 
possession must be divisible by,, 
ten. This causes mathematical 
problems with each new purchase 
or gift, so many items are given 
away now,'to avoid the bloody 
battle she anticipates later. On my 
most recent visit, I forgot myself 
and pointed out a new painting. 
"What a pretty picture of the 
harbour," I innocently said, not 
considering her imminent death 
in the next thirty years. 
"Oh, do you like it?" She 
reached up, pulled it right off the 
wall and said, "Here, take it." 
"No, morn, I won't take paint- 
- Continued on page A8 
standing on right now doesn't exist 
on that map... For a very good 
reason. It's dumb to drag trees off 
the edge of a cliff. Even the trees 
that aren't obviously destroyed 
might be damaged inside and 
that's something you won't find 
out until you try to put them 
through your mill. 
"And I don't have to climb that 
cliff to tell you there's probably an 
environmental disaster up there. 
Trees crashing into stumps.., rip. 
ping them out of the ground. It 
exposes the soil and provides a 
toe-hold for erosion. 
"There was supposed to be a 
landing on either end of this cut- 
block so High Tower could pull 
the trees off the top of this cliff 
from either end... Down the slopes 
on either end... And there wouldn't 
have been any damage to the trees 
or the site. But this... High Tower 
should never have set up here. He 
should know better." 
High Tower wasn't going to 
A7 
listen to any more. Standing as tall 
as his 5'I" frame would allow, he 
turned to Jovial and said, "Cam I 
please speak now?" Jovial agreed 
he should be allowed his say. "Of 
course I know better. But I didn't 
have any choice. This is where 
Rhodes built the landing and once 
I arrived I had no choice but to set 
up and do the job as best I could 
given these impossible conditions." 
Jovial looked at Squish. "Why 
would Rhodes build a landing here 
if he was told to build two else- 
where?" he asked. Squish didn't 
reply immediately so High Tower 
answered the question for him. 
"It's simple," he sa!d. "RI~!. estold 
me he thought hts was ii better 
place and it was cheaper to build 
one landing instead of two. 
"He even thought he was helping 
me. He told me I would only have 
to make one setting instead of two. 
He's lucky he wasn't around when 
I arrived and found out what he,d 
done. This has .cost me plenty. 
RhodeS!messed, up, ~ r  ,Squlsh 
or Nicholl checked up on him, and 
you and I are paying the price." 
Jovial was curious. "How has rids 
cost you anything?" he asked. 
"I burned the mainline on those 
rocks up there until it snapped." 
The volume of High Tower's voice 
was dsing. "Twenty-eight thousand 
dollars for fifteen thousand feet of 
inch-and-a-half cable. I don't know 
how many chokem and choker 
cables I've destroyed. 
"There's lost time due to hang- 
ups... I can plow right throngh 
smaller stumps and reeks, but if 
- -  Continued on page A8 
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they're too big everything comes do," Squish responded. "Move High Tower didn t 10ok satisfied 
to a halt. My ehokerman has to High Tower to another cutbloek with Jovial's offer of "a portion" 
reset the Choker so I can haul it down the road. The fallers should of his losses but he had no other 
back, and then reset it again with a be finished in there by now. And choice than to agree. "Okay guys," 
wrap or two of cable around the we'll get Rhodes back in here to he said turning to his crew. "This 
log so I can roll it away from the do the job fight... Build the other day's pretty much over anyway. 
stump or rock. two landings and clean up the Tomorrow we start the move... 
"And another thing. With all mess he caused by building this After Squish checks out the new 
those hang-ups... I should be get- 
ting 210 cubic meters of wood out 
of here each day and I'm only 
averaging about 40. That's costing 
us both. 
"Yes, all this has cost me plenty 
and everyone, except myself, is to 
blame... Including Squish here. If 
he had checked Rhodes's work this 
would never have happened. 
Myself, I had no choice. Once I 
was here with my equipment I had 
to set up and go to work." 
This was something new for 
Jovial. He had never heard anyone 
accuse Squish of doing anything 
wrong before. "So what have you 
got ~to say?" he asked Squish. 
"High Tower says this is partly 
your fault." 
Squish agreed that he should 
accept a part of the blame but 
added, "I didn't think Rhodes 
would do anything like this. He 
had~a map. All he had to do was 
follow it." 
"So What do we do now?" Jovial 
asked Squish. 
"Well... Things can't continue the 
way the are. The area up there iS 
being destroyed. The trees are 
being destroyed. The friction of the 
mainline on those moss covered 
rocks poses a fire hazard. 
"There's q~y one thing,.we can 
one." 
"And who's going to pay for all 
this?" High Tower: asked. "It takes 
a half day to take this thing down 
and another half day to put it up 
again. That's eight hours at about 
$280 or $290 and hour... Around 
$2,300. Who's going to pay?" 
Jovial cringed. This. was the 
second time in a single day he had 
heard the word "pay" and like the 
first time he had a bad feeling it 
probably applied to him. "Let's not 
worry about hat right now," Jovial 
told High Tower. "VII have to sort 
this out and someone, me if need 
be, will cover at least a portion of 
your losses, i don't accept your 
argument that you're totally blame- 
less here. You could have at least 
told someone before you started 
destroying these trees." 
site to make sure it's fight." 
"Herby," Jovial said to Squish as 
hebega n to head back to the truck. 
"That's a good idea. Why don't we 
drive up there right now and have 
a look. Then tomorrow, after we 
have a little chat with Rhodes, you 
and I are going to look at the logs 
Wheeler has already hauled from 
this site to Cedarvale. We've got 
to sort out this bonus penalty thing 
before the situation gets any more 
confused. I think I should charge 
High Tower something. But  
what?" 
As they neared Herby's truck, 
Jovial headed for thedrivers door. 
A little confused, Squish said, 
,Uh..." To which Jovial responded, 
"I'm going to drive. I've been a 
passenger two times too many 
already today." 
Stephanie Wiebe 
ings off your wall." 
She tlLrUSt he painting at me. 
"If you really like it, take it 
now." The umpoken end of that 
sentence is before I'm dead and 
the vicious faraily war breaks out. 
Of course, being in a family 
that loves to tease, Morn has 
suffered considerably for this 
obsession. When she modeled a
--'-- Continued from page A7 
new dress, it was only natural for 
me to say, "Hey, that's nice, 
Morn. Can I have that when you 
die?" 
Then her slipper came off and I 
got smacked. She was laughing, 
but as the slipper was raised for 
the kill, I could see the piece of 
masking tape attached underneath. 
It read, "Daughter Stephanie". 
l f  you'wish to announce 
the birth of  YOUR baby, please tiff out the form 
• available in the maternity ward at Mills Memorial 
Hospital We i¥ill #ick up your forms, every week. , 
DESJARDINS Jaqueline Desjardins i proud to announce 
• the birth of her daughter JaneUe Desjardins on May 29, 1991 
weighing 7 lbs. 8 oz, 
PAULSON -- Kim and Darrel are proud to • announce the 
birth of their daughter Karli Margaret on May 31, 1991 
weighing 7 lbs. 4 oz. Little sister for Sheldon. 
STELLA - -  Carolyn Hamer and Dine Stella are proud io an- 
nounce the birth of their son Keenan Angelo Stella on May 
21, 1991 weighing 71bs. 1 oz. 
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Organ i ze.rs seek .vol ,u,-n.te r.s 
to start humane society 
reads, Protection of and from 
animals. The shelter can't go out 
and pick up every animal (or 
check into every case) that may 
be in need of protection. The ci- 
ty is all for us in forming a 
humane society, but it will not 
be a city function," Bowsher ex- 
plained. 
Staff member MarUyn Brown, 
whom Bowsher describes as the 
driving force behind the forma- 
tion of a humane society in Ter- 
race, explains that they need 
more volunteers, people who are 
willing to come to the meetings 
and share their ideas, time and 
energy. "We had six people at 
the first meeting in June last 
year, but attendance dropped 
off around Christmas. It's hard 
to get people interested again," 
Brown said. 
As well as trying to get the 
humane •society off the ground, 
the meetings also devote time to 
the injured animal fund. The 
shelter works to establish a 
volunteer fund for animals who 
come into the shelter in need of 
by Harrlett Fjugesund 
The staff at the Terrace 
Animal Shelter are trying to 
form a humane society, Animal 
Control Officer Frank Bowsher 
says the humane society would 
be a completely separate ntity 
from the animal shelter because 
the two would serve different 
functions. 
"Humane Societies are strict- 
ly volunteer organizations. They 
operate on volunteer donations 
of money, help, supplies, etc., 
and are basically agroup of peo- 
ple concerned with the well- 
being of all animals. Their main 
concerns are that animals are 
not used for laboratory testing, 
and the prevention of disease 
and unwanted offspring. They 
want to' make sure animals are 
innoculated and spayed or 
neutered. In 10 years one cat can 
produce 10 million offspring. 
"The animal shelter enforces 
the city by-law. We pick up stray 
animals o the animals don't run 
at large. Basically, the by-law 
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medical treatment. They will 
also gladly take donations of 
animal bedding, food, etc. 
Brown also warns people to have 
their dogs innoculated for parvo 
virus; a case came through the 
shelter in May. 
More and more people are 
now beginning to question the 
treatment of animals. We have 
this image of the "pampered 
pet", yet the number of un- 
wanted animals destroyed in 
animal shelters across the coun- 
try each year is staggering. One 
can only guess at the number of 
homeless animals, and animals 
that are "dumped" or-sent to 
laboratories to be used for 
testing. 
The meetings are held the last 
Monday Of every month at the 
Terrace Animal Shelter at 4623 
Haugland Avenue, or phone 
638-4736 for more information. 
The staff are also looking for 
volunteers, and ideas, for this 
year's Riverboat Days parade. 
Brown says last year's response, 
especially from the children, was 
fantastic. 
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PET OF THE WEEK this week is a mother cat with two kittens. 
They'll be ready for adoption June 24. The kittens are both male, 
. a black tabby, and a grey-and-white. Shelter staff say the mother 
is very affectionate and needs lots of love and attention. To meet 
the family drop by the Terrace Animal Shelter on Haugland St. 
SPECIAL THANKS 
The students and staff of Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School wish to thank the following individuals and 
businesses for their participation in the Co-operative 
Education Program which places students in worksites to 
Investigate careers and gain practical work experience; 
British Colurnbla Ambulance Service 
Soutar and Assoclates 
Ministry of Hlghways 
Terrace Daycare Centre 
Klng's Castle Daycare 
MacKay's Funeral Servlce Ltd. 
Royce Condle Assoclatlon Archltects 
Thornhlll Jr. Secondary School 
McAlplne and Company 
Dr. Bruce Prokopetz 
Copperslde Foods 
Sandman Inn 
/~!  i i i /  • 
Rhonda's Halr Designs 
Royal Canadlan Mounted Pollce - i J | IA I I IA .  
Mills Memorial Hospital e~IP~ 
Caledonla Senlor Secondary School 
Break-in 
injures 
animals 
THORNHILL -  Terrace rRCMP 
are asking anyone who has infor- 
mation regarding acts of vandalism 
committed on the night of May 27 
at the Thomhill Animal Shelter to 
contact hem. 
Someone or a group of people 
broke into the shelter that night 
and released all the dogs and cats 
from their cages. Bobble MacPher- 
son, the domestic animal protection 
officer for Thornhill, said a nursing 
mother cat had to be put clown 
after being injured by one of the 
dogs. A second cat is still missing. 
MacPherson stated, "The shelter 
is here at the request of the 
taxpayers and is a service to the 
public." 
There were 14 dogs and 12 cats 
impounded on the night of the 
incident. 
TERRACE IS GOING CRAZ 
OVER 
I I Ill I I I I 
I ' 
TERRACE  EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635.63tH 
EXCLUSIVELY AT IRONWORKS 
MEMBERSHIP STILL $39./MONTH *TANNING 15 SESSIONS $49. 
We carry supplements by NHF, Pro Shop, 
IB f l r I l l l~Ue Animal and Northern Lights 
IKU.tUUKn;  Lazelle Ave., Terrace 635-4130 
OPEN 6 A.M. 
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Another Fitness 
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Nor  FOR L~CK ~" ~ ' - OF I:::FFOR"r, Every school in the district got involved in the Td-City fitness 
Challenge last Wednesdayi but Terrace's effort wasn't quite up to the competition, The city fin!shed 
second to Pdnce Rupert again this year. 
Clubs 'n' clothes 
to start your summer off on the 
right course 
at the 
SKEENA VALLEY GOLF AND 
COUNTRY CLUB PRO SHOP 
IWe have a great selection of clubs, 
priced from $199to $689 
==New clothing arrivals: Jackets, shirts, 
sweaters, hats and accessories 
IIEtonic golfshoes 
MMany sale items i • : • . . . . .  " 
OPEN, SEVEN DAYS A WEEK, 
7:30 A.M. 'TiL DARK 
635-2542 
/ 
Challenge goes 
down in history 
. by Ted Strachan 
• thirdplace finishes, I~timat's best . 
- ~i :~: ~ ~. ~ The  8th annual Tri,City Fitness .finish was 41.4 in 1985 and their • 
. :  ~: Challenge is history, and some- worst wts 27.5 percent in 1988 for 
how, perhaps through a little an eight-year avenge of 35.36 
imaginative bookkeeping, Prince percent. 
Rupert won. Rupert's claim of a For Prince Rupert, though, it 
70 percent turnout !eft everyone in hasn't been a see-saw battle at all. 
the dust. it's been' more like a steady climb 
According to Rupert officials up a spiral staircase. They joined 
11,085 of their 15,755 residents the race .two years after it began 
took part in the challenge. But as and came up with the poorest 
admirable as their claim is - -  it's performance in the chailenge's 
the best finish on record - -  it's a short history; a third place finish 
little hard to believe and therefore with only 21.9 percent. But in 
........ :~::~ ................ perhaps an opportunity for a part- subsequent years, they have 
I ::~i~;~: ing Fitness Challenge insult. If claimed a 35.02, 42.6, 47, 48 and 
~ ~i ! i !~  .... ~:':~ :~'~ they come back next near with an 70 percent finish. Their record: 
~ ~  80 percent count, perhaps a judi- Two thirds, one second and three 
i !if! ~!i!!l:iiii!i! cial inquiry will be in order, firsts.., in that order. Prince 
ii~i~i~i:~:i~: .: : We don't want to sound like Rupert's average for their six tries 
i~:~:~i!~,~,:::~,,,:.: : :  ~:~ poor losers... But 70 percent? We" is 44.09 percent. 
counted an honest 44 percent You might be interested in a 
........... (6,445 of our 15,755 residents), more detailed look at the Tri-City 
and if you consider Fitness Chal- Fitness Challenge. The challenge 
lenge history it's really not all that began in 1984 with Terrace and 
bad. Kitimat, obviously an honest Kitimat. Which city actually hurled 
and honourable city too, counted a the first insult is not clear, but 
respectable 40 percent (4,480 of  Kitimat won that first event. We 
their 11,200 residents) of their put together a team of 6,203 
population to take third place, healthy souls, far better than the 
Perhaps next year, though, we 4,680 smelter city team, but we 
should count our morning coffee lost the percentage game. Our 
break. That takes 15 minutes. For population was listed as 18,000, 50 
teenage girls, we could count the percent larger than theirs, so they 
time spent daydreaming', in the wound up with a 39 to 34 percent 
.... mirror. Teenage boys; combing lead ~vhen the number crunching 
their hair. Pre-teens... Well, they're was done. 
always running around anyway, so In 1985, our population figure 
we can just add their names to the was adjusted a little. It was listed 
list. This could give us a 95 per- at 16,423 which was thought to be 
'l cent victory in 1992. a more accurate number. It didn't 
Over the years, we've had our help. We were creamed. We don, t
ups and down in the challenge, know why but only 4,116 Terrace 
:~: :~ ,:~: .... We can claim two wins, five sec- residents rallied to the cause, 
• : :  . . . "  ~"~ ":i : "  ~ : ' 
onds and one third. Our best show- In 1986, Terrace ruled. " We 
ing was 49.9 percent in 1988, our pulled a full 39.8 percent of our 
• worst 25.1 in 1985. Our eight-y~r population out of the hat and while 
average, 38.03 percent. It's been a Kitimat's howing Of 37.7 percent 
see-saw battle for Kitimat as well; wasn't bad, it wasn't good enough. 
Bent numbers? Perhaps it was because this was the year Prince Rupert joined the 
challenge and Kitimat got con- 
fused. Rupert came up with the 
The annual tri-eity Fi Challenge has once again put Prince lowest turnout on record, 21.9 
Rupert (70 percent) above Terrace (44 percent) in registered percent. 
participation. K l f lmt  bottomed out again with 40.67 percent. We may have been a little over- 
This is the third str~"lght year that Rupert has come out smelling confident in 1987. Kltlmat surpris- 
like a rose - -  in the fitness challenge, at least, ed us with a 37.3 percent urnout ~ 
Why does Rupert fare so well in this challenge? In keeping with and Prince Rupert nearly pushed us 
the toague.h~-eheek bantering that goes with the event, a Terrace into third place. But their 35.02 
Parks and Recreat~,n0fficlal claimed, "They're ~:ounting by percent wasn't quite as good as our 
twos." Another Park~ and Reereatlon employee saggested that 35.05 percent. This was a little too 
Rupert may haveposted registration forms in every bar and close for comfort and we rallied in 
included related activities as valid exercise. 1988 with a whopping 49.9 per- 
A Terrace alderm u offered, "They have a former all'st~r cent; the best turnout on record to 
basketball playeron their council. He may have exerted undue date. Prince Rupert placed second, 
influence on the resklents." Sterlold use, bribed tabulators, and with 42.6 percent and Kltimat 
the registering of pets have also been suggested of Rupert's win. dropped out of sight with 27.5 
How does Rupert respond to these accusations? "That's what percent. 
happens to a winner," said a Prince Rupert Parks and We may have been a little over- 
Recreation official. "We do have a good basketball player on our confident again in 1989. We failed 
council," he added, In a near-admbsion f guilt, miserably and placed thiN. The 
Embarrassed Kitimat oflklals were unavailable for comment, final count gave Prince Rupert 47 
The Fitness Challenge is part of Participactioa's internatinnal percent, IGtimat 40 percent and 
competition, which includes cities and communities across Terrace 38.4 percent. Last year we 
Canada, United States, France and Australia. Over 4.2 million tried, but fell far short of the mark. 
lmrtleipants register each year, from 465 communities. This Our count of 38 percent wasn't 
year's international results won't be available for a few weeks, bad. But Prince Rupert continued 
but in last year's challenge, Williams Lake held the highest their upward spiral and boasted a 
national percentage of participation with 96.72 percent of its full 58 percent urnout and Klti- 
population Involved. Inactive Grenville, Quebec laimed the mat, whoever they'are, came In 
lowest national percentage at3.02 percent, third with only 30 percent. 
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES I 
4535 Greig Avenue, I Terrace, B.C. V8G I M7 
Phone 635-7840 
All classified and classified isplay 
ads must be lirepxid by either cash, 
Vha or M~tercard, except for es- 
tablished business accounts. When 
phoning in ads, please have your 
card number and expiry date ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
10 a.m. Tuesday 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSiI~ED 
DISPLAY ADS 
5 p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tional word per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldface words are $1.00 extra 
per insertion. $2.00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular classified 
word ads for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. PRpxyment 
Oflly. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$5.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
SI0.00 per week. Non.commercial 
use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$7.00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch. 
Terms and Conditions: Advertise- 
ments should be read on the first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors appearing beyond the 
first insertion. 
Agreement: It is agreed by any 
display or classified advertiser e- 
questing space that the liability of 
the paper in the event hat errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for 
the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect item only, 
and there will be no liability in any 
event beyond the amount paid for 
such advertisement. 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY  
Local real estate company requires energetic in- 
dividual for receptionist/bookkeeper pOsition. 
Some of the qualities we are looking for include: 
ability to deal effectively with the public; book- 
keeping duties including payroll and posting 
ledgers; typing 50 w.p.m.; able to work under 
minimum supervision. 
We offer a competitive salary with good company 
benefits. If you are interested, submit your 
resume to: Manager, P.O. box 945, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4R2. 
UNIQUE 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Service Industry Business Available for Northwest 
Business Plan, Marketing Survey, and Equipment 
Package available to entrepreneur, eager to be 
self-employed in recession proof business. Finan- 
cing, and $20,000 plus grant available, subject to 
qualifications and approved credit. 
With request for information package please in- 
clude personal resume, work history, basic credit 
information, and references. All replys held in 
strict confidence:•Replys for more information to 
Fi le 70 clo Terrace Review, 4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7. 
BAKKER'S MODULAR 
STRUCTURES 
FOR SALE 
Backyard sheds, garages, 
utility buildings, wood 
constructed, prefabbed, 
assembled. For more in- 
formation phone 638-1768 
evenings. 
Newspaper roll ends from $5 to $25, 
dependlng on size. Phone 635-7840. 
tfnp 
1986 Honda Accord EX1, loaded, 
gold. $10,500 OBO. Phone 635-5698. 
6/12p 
1985 Ford Lariat 150 Supercab with 
running boards and camper pkg. 
80,000 kin. With 1984 8-ft.9 Vanguard 
camper, shower, toi!et, furnace, 
oven, etc. $14,800 firm. Will sell 
separately. Phone 635-3838. 6/5p 
1981 Toyota Tercel: 4-door, fwd, 
automatic, 2 sets of tires In good 
condltlon. Asklng $1,950. Phone 
635-2812 after 6:30 p.m. 6/19 
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER 2560 
sq. ft. No real estate or renters 
please. Well kept 5-bedroom house 
located near rec centre, close to 
downtown, school and parks. 3-bed- 
rooms up 2 down. Downstairs could 
be made Into a 2-bedroom suite, has 
fireplace, gas heat, hot tub, laundry 
room, fenced yard. Please call 
638-1111. 6/5 
FOR SALE 
1957 Chevy Belair 
4-door, brown i, color with 
chrome, includes original 
tires and hubcaps, excellent 
condition. Phone 638-1541 
after 6 p.m. or 635-3392. 
TO GIVE AWAY --  Free to a good 
country home "Lady", a spade 
31/,.year-old Corgi. For information 
phone 636-9056. 6/5nc 
1986 STX Rally Van; low miles, many 
extras. Offers to $10,500. Will con- 
sider trades. Phone 635-3710. 6/5 
16" Toshiba Color TV; excellent con- 
dition. Asking $150. Phone 638-1339. 
6/5p 
1981 Datsun 4x4 King Cab; good 
condition. Lots of pads. Asking 
$3,500. Phone 798-2492. 6/12p 
2 Bedroom Home on 3 treed lots in 
Stewart B.C. 6th and Vancouver. 
Asking $48,000. Phone 636-9056. 
6/26 
PRIME RESIDENTIAL LOT on 
Labelle Avenue in Horseshoe area 
with concrete basement and sub- 
floor. Two house plans with lot so 
can be ready for living In short time. 
We welcome offers from home buy- 
ers or homebuIIders; will also build 
to suit. Phone 635-7411. 6/26p 
8½" Secudty Campeq 3-way fridge, 
furnace, stove, two propane bottles, 
two large bunks. Asking $3,500. 
Phone 627-8137. 6/12p 
1976 Dodge maxl camperized van: 
62,500 miles, excellent shape. Ask- 
Ing $8,500. Phone 635-3620. 6/19p 
Counterperson requsred for Industnal Supply 
Store in Kitimat. Must be able to handle heavy 
weights and work with minimum supervision. 
Apply' in confidence stating qualifications 
and expected remuneration to File 71 clo Ter- 
race Review, 4535 Greig Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1M7. 
b 
HELP WANTED -- Failer with five 
years experience and WCB clear- 
ance number for work In Prince 
Rupert area. Phone 463-5343 and 
leave message. 6/12p 
Driver/salesperson C E DA R S I D I N G 
for food Industry Select Tight  Knot  
Must be experienced In sales. 1979 GMC pickup; good condition. ~I. DROP'~"~ * Rough 
Travel Involved from Houston Asklng $1,200 OBO. Phone 635-9607. • pro, 
to Pr. Rupert. Must have valid 6/5p i x |  • Timbow's 
B.C. ddver's I Ic. Employer Electdc hot water tank, 40 gallons r-.-J CmtNna, ~ • Seams 
provides vehicle. Salary - -- $50. Phone 635-4810. tfnp lx6 lXlI" • Round 
commission. Send resume to; For sale by owner -- Buy direct; FanceP°$1s I sale by 
BOX 70, Terrace Review save the commission. Undeveloped, • For  owner  
4535 Grelg Ave., Terrace treed lot with character In Thorn- renting 
heights subdivision. Call 635-6244 to lxe. ix0. tx~0 .,,.,,, 1400 SQ. gI'. LOG ROUSE 
VSG 1M7 view. tfnp 
Men's 10-speed Nlshlkl .Rally bike. ~L v~,= =-  .'C'dS'p,,. . over  tlLree floors, 3 bedrooms, study, laundry 
Phone 638-0240 or 638-1444. tfn lx4 lxs ....... • cot,o..=.= room, two full baths, dining room AND 1350 sq. ft. 
1989 Tempo L, automatic, under Ix4, or x8. or al....Codsr Z SPF 4-bAy shop  l~th  ¢OltCr~l~ ~loor  ~ a]B,6t(~| 
Employment Opportunity 15,0o0 kms. Asking $12,900 firm. 
with growing Delivery Phone 635-7690 after 5 p.m. tfn ~._~~,L  a.o ., cladding, 3; . 10 ft. overhead doors; garden 
Business. Must have de- 1982 Ford Escort, runnlngcondltlon . . . . .  . " . . , .~k  shed/pump house. Located o,I the bench, near 
pendable vehic le .  Wi l l  or can be used for parts. Asking tOWn. Ca l l  ~35-6~14 [or  [~[ ' t~r  [ l l ro ru la t [O l l .  
train and supply C.B. $175. Phone 835-6727, ask for Gary. C0nlpetative Prices! • tfnp 
Driver must be very de white 15-s eed • " Red and p Kuwshara DEPENDABLE LUMBER 
pendable and any age bike. Helmet Included. Asking $200. Box'? 
Hazelton. S.C 842-5660 
over 19. Phone 638.8398. Phone 635.6727, ask for Gary. tfnp 1978 Nova; 56§; auto, PS, 
PB, 
equalizer hitch. Asking $900 OBO. 
Our team is" looking for a 1973 triple E travel trailer, 18 ft., 
3-way frldge, power converter. Ask. ~MOUNTAINVIEW 
Ing $1,990. Laser 128 EX Computer; 
L ICENSED HAIRSTYL IST  3v," and 5'/," disk drives, expsn- APARTMENTS 
for full Or part-time work at our extremely ~ sign box, joy stick, mouse, amber monitor. Asklng $850 OBO. Phone 
busy, very friendly, full service salon. 6380815. 6/5 
19M Hyundal Stellar GSL; 4-door, FOR RENT OR LEASE -- 650 sq.ft. 
Apply at: Images by Karlene wlS-speed, fully loaded, air, mars, office space at 4623 Lakelse Ave., 
sun roof, luggage rack, excellent Terrace. $425 per month. Phone 
4652 Lazelle Avenue, condition. Asking $7,200 OBO. 635-2552. tfnc 
Terrace, B.C. Phone 6354363 after 5 p,m. 6/5p 12'x69' three bedroom trailer. Close 
20.ft. All-emit outboard riverboat, to schools in Thornhlll. Natural gas 635=7957 
Phone 635.4997 Fully equipped. $15,500. Phone heat. No pets. Rent $500 per month. 
638-8345. 6/12p Phone 635-3475 after 5 p.m. 6/5p 
1985 Bluer SI0 4x4; 2.8L, V6, no 
rust, runnlng boards, low mllage, 
5.spoed ¢ver-drlve. Excellent condl- 
tlon. Asklng $87,000 OBO. Phone 
638-2037 (days) or 638-1064 (even- 
ings). 6/5p 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking. 
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CLAS'S'IFI'ED 
!i~z~' i ' i  
I Kalum Family Day Cllre has open- 
i, LEARN HOWTO READ TAROT Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
pad-time or drop-in available. Phone 
' The Tarot can • be a way 638-8429or638-8398. tfnc 
) to reach the inner self, eeo CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
ll;1p Bedroom.AptSDRAPEsWith Mountain Views ~ . Karma cards, Pheonlx (past h fe ) , ,  hl:~:~c~ f°r::p°lT:rcaceThursdays from 10 ll.m. teL°an12 oon.CUp" : ~ Winds of Changes (Natwe), poets, Celt,c, Mondays from 9 to 11 ll.m. 
~P ~ * WlW CARPETS ~ - ~ Aquar, ne and others. The Cupboard is located In the 
! Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
• * ENSUITE STORAGE ~ made In between service hours at 
I Some.Tarot history tO. each I Skeens Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
I the following numbers: 635-2122 or : *SPACIOUS & CLEAN 2 I ~ Pre registration $2.5.00 • II 
i ;  . "CABLEVISIONcHANNEL I / I \  June 8 - -  10.30 a.m. to 2.30 p.m. I 635-7941. tfn 
+ * SUP"R _ - / -~I /NIRVANA 3611 Cottonwood 635.777 
1; - : ,*B t.CON, S 
' -  * FREE PARKING ][ LOST- Mult i -colourfemslecat,  an- 
ewere to Giblets, on River Drive In I; * BUSSTOPS NEARBY :[ " ' " PHYSICS 
phone 638,0743, 5/29nc ,[ 370& 380 Quatsino Blvd.; ( ;  BIANCA & SONIA Thornhll, around May 13. Please 
Kiti--a',--m~. B.C. Y-" European readers will be appearing at the Slumber LOST- Msy 28 between 8:30 p.m. 
Lodge Motel, 4702 Lakesle Avenue, Room 266. and 9 p.m. son ewher,) I: flweer the 
Phone 635-6302 Monday June 10th thru Friday, June 14 airport and the bench - -  a blue tool II; +o view, call Richard Arnold ~ box with 
They have guided many to successful and happy lives. 635.3282. 
632-4511 Known across Canada for their accuracy. They will tell 
your past, present, and future. Give your lucky days 
0
m rebet n 
tools. REWARD. Phone 
6/12nc 
LOST: May 22 in either Terrace or 
Kitimat --  eight keys on a green coil. 
and numbers. Call for an appointment today, ed key chain. Phone 635-6344 or 
632-5591. 6/12nc 
WAREHOUSE SPACE 
+ FOR RENT 
+ 
8,100 square feet, also 
7,257 square feet, with 3 phase power + 
and adjoining fenced•property 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 
• DAVE McKEOWN: 635-7459 
" I  i -i 
I Notices . : . : :  . . 
In consideration of the 
brevity of life and the 
recent sudden death of 
a railway employee, ex- 
trainmaster Brian Doyle 
will present In the Will 
of God, a gospel mes- 
sage at 7 p.m. Sunday, 
June 9, 1991 at the Ter- 
race Gospel Hall, cor- 
ner of Scott and Eby. All 
are welcome to attend. 
North American Beauty Supply re- 
quires models wanting a new look 
for our upcoming hair show. Phone 
1-800-292-8327. 5/29c 
NETTY OLSON PRE.SCHOOL -- 
now accepting registrations for 
July, 1991 classes. 2 days per week 
(ll.m. and or p.m. classes). Also pre- 
registration for September, 1991 -- 
An excellent social learning ex- 
perlencs. Phone 635-6874 (school) or 
638-1509 (home). 6/19p 
ZEN+PRACTICE GROUP -- meets 
Tuesday evenings from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. Phone 638-8396 or 638-8878. 
7124p 
~"out 
Stmtcsi~ 
 ,po, i,,.',,o. 
New H!ring Agency for Cos, st 
Loggers. Regi8ter now for this 
season's work. 
Office In Prince Rupert ,it 
#5 Beener Block 
342 3rd Avenue West 
Contllct P. Puccl or Kevln Orpan 
-!c! 
We've 
RI 
to the 
Fe°a~e BaCho u can 
Borrow • Tapes, CD's 
and LP's (and books 
on Music.) 
It's Your 
Library 
Terrace 
s c v c. A BLANKET CLASSIF IEDS " '*'= 
=--" $195-- .ANDYUKON ~ ads appear in more than 100 community newspepera In B.C. and Yukon 
COMMUmY and reach more than 3 million readers. 
~ ' ~  2 0 ~ TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. $3,70 each addllonal word 
~-s .  m~.s-  ~ ~  ~ ' ~  ~ 
dorandextedorwood, metal COURSES. Weeklong Writo today for your bsek: kit. come aBoautiConlrollmllge a,~/ClassicSalelV). 7OUa- 
and French doors, wood Summer Workshops taught Charts and Instru¢lions in- Consultant and change fives mils being sold by aauctlon, 
windows, skylights. MOREl ,,l~.L~fessional englrmera, cluded. $10. Cheque or - starting with your own. June a/91, Westerner Expo- 
CalIo)IiecttoWALKERDOOR "Hands-on lY .  Trade moneyon~r. P O. Box 82001, CompletaProfesalonalTraln- aitionFalrgrounde, RedDser, 
and WINDOW in Vancouver School Certified. Tax De- 100-3-749 Shellbourne Slrset, lag Provides Total Image Alberta. Call (463)346-3148 
at (604)296-1101. du¢llble. BULLFROG RE- Vlotoda, VaP5S2. Solution. Call Rhya 1-595- fordetalls. 
COROING SCHOOL, 2475 0971. 
BUSINESS OPPORI'UNnlE8 Dunbar, Vamouvor, B.C., V6R HELP WANTED MltiOELLANEOU8 
UNLIMITED INCOME PO- 
TENTIAL, Manufacturer now 
ecx:epting applications for 
provincial distributors of 
"JUICEWORKS", the amaz- 
ing new fresh Juk~ vendor. 
Call Ac~on Assemblies 1.800- 
465-5006, for Information 
package. 
NE .~ANADA.  MaglcT's 
TM. Hot selling change col- 
our T-shirts. Dlnioutom 
needed In your are,=,. Call 
today. Atlas Company, 
(604)493-9122, Pentlcton. 
Free informlltion: New MLM 
Mail Order Business. Builds 
down line feel Very profit- 
able. Call, leave name and 
telephone number for Imme- 
diate reply. 1-852-5988. 
Well established Home Dote- 
rating Business. Excellent 
raputation for service lind 
products. Proven clientele, 
opporlunity for expamion. 
Owner wants to relirll. Con. 
tact Ralnbew Paints, 4801 
Joyce Avenue, Powell River, 
B.C,, V8A 3B7. 
3N2. (604)734-4617. 
Idal Workshop for Inventom 
and Entrelxeneum. Satur- 
day, June 8, at Ihe British 
Columbia Instltuto of Tech- 
nclogy. Cost $95.00 + GST. 
Call 1-600-265-4559. 
FOR SALE MIS¢ 
Peter'~ms-~-ayi--~em d In- 
land Conlmaing Dl~odng of 
200 faeces of Surlaue Equip- 
ment, Dump Trucks, Tree- 
ton;, Loaderll, Belly Dumps, 
Exoavatora, Pavers, Window 
Elevator, Rollers, Dozers, 
Graders, Jaws, 1213 Crash- 
ers, 25,000 gallon Hot Oil 
Tank, Water Tn~ks, Equip 
ment, Trailers, Backhoes, and 
TnJckSmleL Cd Vb Kampe, 
(604)493-6791. 
NORITAKE SALEI Terrific 
dl~ounts on ct~ent i~ms l  
Dollvered wall-packed, In- 
sured. For pdce fist on your 
Norltake pattern, call Alexan- 
deCs"The Nodteke Experts", 
Toronto, toll-free 1-800-263- 
5696. 
APARTMENT CONDOMIN- 
IUM MANAGEMENT JOBS. 
Live-ln/Uve-ouL All areas. 
For free IxodaJre wdts: RMTI, 
460-789 W. Pendar, Vancou- 
wr, B.C., V6C 1H2 or call 
(604)681-,5456 or1-800-665- 
8¢39. 
*BE SUPER RICH" Earn 
$25O,OOO FT, $5O,OOO PT 
Commission; Marketing our 
exclusive 2 for 1 music book. 
Tewitodesllvelable. 
Free 24 hour Information fine. 
1-800-263-1900. 
Gifts needs demonstrators to
sell toys & gifts st Home 
Parties. No Investment or 
experience required. Estab- 
lished company, call today 
O19)28a-7805. 
1076, NOW seeks 2 repre- 
sentatives in your arell. Dls- 
I~y and Se~ice Mamhm- 
dim) in established retell ac- 
counts. Minimum weekly 
earning potential $800+. Call 
(418)756-3174 or (416)756- 
2156. 
Roporterll hem Is a groat 
eR~tunity. Omof ~ 's  
linest Community newspepem 
has a senior reporting posi. 
tion open Immediately. Next 
stop Ediior? The successful 
al~icant must have minimum 
3 years experience or related 
skills In all aspects of the 
editorial department. Send 
resume and samples of work 
In confidence to: The Pub- 
Ilsher, c/o The Tribune, 188 
Norlh Rrst Avenue, Williams 
Lake, B.C., or phone 
(604)392-2331. 
Asslstent cook needed for 
summer emldoyment. Would 
consider student ~ College 
Chef lrainlng. Write Falrvlew 
Mounlaln Gdf Club, Box 821, 
Oliver, B.C., V0H 1T0. 
O.E.M. Hardware inc. has an 
exciting opportunity for * 
S~Ior Sabe ROp. Inyour are¢ 
We offer: Base Salary!Com- 
mlNlon Bonus, Auto Allow- 
anee, Benefit Package, 
Corollate Training. Call the 
Sala65'~541l. Manager 1"800.663" 
CUP this Ideal Do you have 
an old or too small photo? 
Let prizewinning artist Thee 
Halladay Irsnsform it Into an 
exciting ift. Sketches$12.50 
up, pastel porlmlte $75, oll 
$135 up. Also pets, execu- 
tive portraits, composites, 
restoraUorm. Guarantee. Call 
721-2892 or 642-4118. 
~ S O L D  
for unpaid taxes. Crown Land 
availability. For Information 
on both mJta: Proparties, 
DopL CN, Box 5380, Sin. F, 
Otlawa, K2C 3JI. 
C-'--a--mm p~l-l'-" -~ve r semi 
oceanfror¢ view, 98'x204' kS, 
12'x56' mobile,addition, live 
Inwl~k) buiang. Near =hoe, 
bear, h. Large garden. Take 
rv/tri ~ down. $78,500. 
923-3670. 
For Sale orTrade. Commer- 
dal Building, main street 
Creston, B.C. 100% occu- 
pancy. May take some bade. 
(6o4)964-2046 or(8o4)5¢~. 
9623. 
I OBITUARIES " I 
AGNES KATHLEEN (KATHY)JOHN. 
SON passed away on May 26, 1991. 
at Mills Memorial Hospital. Kathy 
was born April 10, 1919. Date of 
Funeral: May 30, 1991. Place of Set- 
vice and burial -- Kltwanga. Of- 
ficiated by Father McLeod. 
Predeceased by sister Mary, brother 
Walter, and daughter Kay Deger- 
nose. 
Leaves to mourn: Aage Engholm, 
Kitwanga; daughter, Peggy Hoben- 
shield, Campbell River; son, John 
Johnson, Richland, Washington; 
daughter, Judy Degerness, Terrace; 
13 grandchildren and 9 great grand- 
children. 
Donations may be made to the CT 
Scan Fund clo Mills Memorial 
Hospital In memory of Kathy John- 
son. 6/5p 
THANK YOUS [ 
THANK YOU to Dr. Phillips, Dr. 
Chorn, Dr. Redpath,.Dr. Grant and 
the nurses in I.C.U. of Mills Memori- 
al Hospital for their kindness and 
care to Kathy Johnson. 
From the family 
6/5p 
WANTED 
The Terrace Centennial 
Lions Club is collecting 
used hearing aids for the 
hearing impaired. Please 
drop them off at the Ter- 
race Review office 4535 
Greig Avenue, Monday to 
Friday between 9 a.m. and 
4 p.m. 
WANTED: 115 hp outboard with jet 
pump. Call Bob at 1-403-253-3016. 
6/26p 
WANTED: room and bo~N In Ter- 
race area for working male from 
June 1 to October 30. Call collect 
(403) 380-3049 ask for Paula or 
Tracy. 615p 
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C LA ,S .S  IF . IED .. ,.. _. Seniors' 
committee 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
ROOF RETRO-FITS AND MAINTENANCE 
SCHOOL DISTRICT #88 
TERRACE, B.C. 
School District #88 (Terrace) Invites tenders for Roof Retro-fits and 
Maintenance to various school buildings located within School 
District #88 (Terrace), Terrace, B.C. 
Offers under seal will be received before 2:00 p.m., local time, on the 
27th, 1991 by: 
School District #88 (Terrace), 
Mr. Harry Eberte, 
Maintenance Superintendent, 
3211 Kenney Street, ~ ~ - • 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 3E9 
Phone: (604) 635.4931 " " 
Tender Documents for a Stipulated Price Contract may be obtained 
at the offices of the Owner, School District #68 (Terrace) at the above 
address, or the Consultant, Inter.Coast Consultants Ltd.,//207-15225 
Thrift Avenue, White Rock, B.C. V4B 2K9. Plans may be viewed at 
Construotlon Association Offices in Burnaby, Vancouver, Prince 
Rupert and TerracelKItimat. 
A site visit Is mandatory. 
City of Terrace 
CALL FOR PROPOSALSFOR 
WASHROOMS- LOWER LITTLE PARK 
The Clty of Terrace Is calllng for proposals on the construc- 
tlon of a bulldlng for washrooms at the northwest corner of 
Lower Llttle Park, at the Junctlon of Davls Avenue and Emer- 
son Street. 
The structure is to be of concrete block construction on a 
thlckened edge slab on grade, and the contract Is for a finish- 
ed bullding from layout and excavation, completeto plumb-, 
ing, electrlcal ~hd r)alntlng~ "~ 
Alternatlve methods of construction will be considered If they 
meet the structural and maintenance requirements of the 
City of Terrace. 
For clrawlngs and speclflcatlons please contact Brad North, 
Bulldlng Malntenance Foreman --  Publlc Works-- 5003 
Graham Avenue. 
Proposals are to be submitted by: 3:00 p.m. on June 19th, 
1991. 
To the attention of: John W. Colongard, Director of Opera- 
tigris, CITY OF TERRACE, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. VSG 
2)(8 and marked: "PROPOSAL: WASHROOMS -- LOWER 
LITTLE PARK" 
CITY OF TERRACE 
1 -- PLUMBING -- Sign 
New installations and | ~ Savetheir I 
renovations or repairs. I / /  ~habitats for the I 
Free estimates. ~sake of ALL I  Ph°n  638-8584 •of'us" I 
D.x k~ t3~kl,lt'~ I ( .,re(L1 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION & HIGHWAYS 
STIKINE DISTRICT HIGHWAYS 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Effective 1:00 A.M., June 05, and until further notice, the following 
load restrictions et by Section 26 of the Highway Act, will be in ef- 
fect in the Stlkine Highways District: 
HIGHWAY 37: Deltlec Creek to Yukon BoNer 100% 
HIGHWAY 51: geese Lake to Telegraph Creek 100% 
All term overload permits are Invalid for the duration of these restric- 
tions. 
Violators of these restrictions will be prosecuted. 
For further information, please call Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways at 771-4511. 
R.W. Reimche, 
A/DISTRICT HIGHWAYS MANAGER, 
STIKINE HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
41.  aJ14~ Province of 
British Columbia 
e s ~ e  l . e o Qse  Qo o l6~661166 * 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Hen. Lyall Hanson| Minister 
REPAIRER'S LIEN SALE 
FOR SALE: 86 Western Star SIN 
2WLPDCVG2GK913990 C/W 84 
Columbla Log Traller SIN 
2C9AAA2V2D1016060. whereas 
Colln Alger ola Cst& Sons of 
Box 632, Stewart, B.C. Is In- 
debted to Granmac Services Ltd, 
James Western Star Pacific Lid, 
for the sum of $14,623.98. 
The above mentioned goods will 
be sold by written bld fourteen 
days hence at 12:00 p.m. on June 
07, 1991 at P.O. Box 799, 5th and 
Conway, Stewart, B.C. 
The good are available for in- 
spection prior to the date of sale 
at the last mentioned address. 
Terms of sale: cash at time of 
sale. Highest bid or any bid not 
necessarily accepted. 
Six positions available for easy 
phone work. Hours are from 11 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. or 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. Full-or 
part-time shifts avallable. If you 
would like to take home pald com- 
mlsslon or top off your salary up to 
$10 per hour, call 635-9151, ask for 
looks at 
housing 
The Terrace Senior's Ad' 
Visory Committee held an infor- 
mation meeting on housing op- INVITATION TO TENDER 
In accordance with the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways 
Act, Section 49(1), sealed ten- 
ders are invited for the following: 
Project No.: 0.2336-0079 
Location: NISHGA'S HIGHWAY 
LAVA LAKE AREA 68.1 km to  
76.9 km NORTH OF TERRACE, 
B.C. 
Description: Scaling of loose 
rock and removal of trees. Ap- 
proximately 1505 man-hours of 
scaling will be required. Trimm- 
ing of approximately 4325m s of 
rock, scaling the blast area if 
necessary and removing the ll 
waste rock to a designated II 
disposal site. Supplying, install-• 
ing, tensioning and grouting ap- 
proximately 20 rock bolts (100 
lineal metres). 
Sealed tenders, completed in ac- 
cordance with the Conditions of 
Tender on the forms provided, 
will be received by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highway 
at 940 Blanshard Street, Vic- 
toria, B.C. V8W 3E6 until 2:00 
p.m. (local time) on June 18, 1991 
when tenders will be opened in 
public. 
A security deposit/surety bid 
bond will be required (in accor- 
dance with the conditions of the 
tender.) 
A pre-tender meeteing 11:00 a.m. 
Tuesday, June 11, 1991 at 68.1 
km on Nlsha'a highway north of 
Terrace, B.C. 
Tender documents complete 
with envelope, plans, speciflca- 
tlo~ns and-condltlons of-tender 
are avallable FREE OF CHARGE 
from the Mlnlstry of Trans- 
portatlon and Hlghways Con- 
tract Admlnlstratlon, 5C-940 
Blanshard Street, Vlctorla, B.C. 
Phone; 387-1411 Documents 
may be viewed and/or ordered 
from all Regional Offices be- 
tween to hours of 8:30 a.m. to 
12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Frlday, except 
holidays. 
Where required, payment for 
contract documentatlon shall be 
made by  certlfled cheque or 
money order, made payable to 
the Mlnlster of Flnance and Cor- 
porate Relatlons. All purchases 
are non-refundable. * 
For further Informatlon contact 
Steve Pollak, Rockworkd 
Engineer at (604) 660.7307 or fax 
(604) 660-9299. 
The lowest or any tender wlll not 
necessarily be accepted. 
Help wanted Immediately for light 
local deliveries. Must be neat In ap- 
pearance and have own small vehi- 
cle. Pald per delivery, earn up to 
$100 a day. Pald dally. For intervlew 
please call 635-9151. Ask for Photo 
King. 6/5c 
tions in the Happy Gang Centre 
May 23. 
Approximately 40 people at- 
tended the afternoon workshop 
to discuss options that are avail- 
able for-non-profit housing. 
Guest speaker, Cher i  Kamenz 
out-lined the research gathered 
for a thesis on senior's housing 
options she wrote for her 
Master's Degree. She explained 
that the programs available for 
assistance were divided roughly 
into four main groups: 
Options for Single Family 
Homes: Home sharing (sharing 
with another person for compa- 
nionship, or for assistance with 
upkeep and costs); accessory 
apartments; in-law suites; 
garden suites (non-permanent). 
Group Living Arrangements: 
Abbeyfield Housing (started in 
Britain) includes individual bed- 
sitting rooms, with degrees of 
communal living and assistance, 
(often a converted large house); 
Congregate Care (not subsidized 
and can be expensive) - -  Oc- 
cupants live in apartments with 
care services prqvided; retire- 
ment v~ages , ,~e~e cp~m- 
munities. 
Multiple Unit Options: 
SAFER (Shelter Aid For Elde~fiy 
Renters) - -  government sub- 
sidies provide percentage of the 
rent if in excess of 30 percent of 
income for special groups of 
people; subsidized housing, both 
public and non-profit, with 
direct subsidies to societies for 
differences in rent according to 
income' cooperatives, non- 
profit, under Canada Mortgage 
and Housing Corporation. 
Financial alternatives: proper- 
ty tax deferral; reverse mort- 
gages; Sale plan options, Life 
Estate and Sale Leaseback. 
(These options are designed to 
allow seniors to remain in their 
homes but require a good 
understanding of the terms and 
consequences.) 
Many of these options are for 
special circumstances and may 
require imaginative legislation 
for zoning modifications in 
Single Family zones, Kamenz 
said. 
Extensive counselling is ad- 
visable as life style changes are 
involved and need to be 
thoroughly understood. Match- 
up agencies could be a necessity 
in many areas. 
The Senior's Advisory Com- 
mittee is a committee appointed 
by the City of Terrace and con- 
sists of Bey Greening, Rose 
Higbie, Mary McGowan, Hazel 
Defrane, Juanita Hatton, Arleen 
Frank, Cheri Kamenz and Bob 
Goodwin. 
START IMMEDIATELY 
Portrait studio looking for cheerful 
enthusiastic people for local 
photography promotion. Day and 
evening shifts available. House. 
wives and students welcome. Guar- 
anteed wages and commission with 
an earning potential up to $10 per 
hour. If you're looking for work or 
just have days and evenings free 
and would like to subsidize your in- 
come, call immediately at 635-9151, 
ask for Photo King. 6/5c 
Appointment secretaries required resulted m the committee .being 
for a national photography company ~ A R E  FOR to look i.to tho op,,o.,, 
to work In our promotion depart- their suitabdlty and require- 
ment, full-or part-time available. 
Earn up to $10 per hour. Please call : ~ L IFE  ments, Kamenz was thanked for 
635-9151, ask for Photo King. 6/50 her informative address. 
!" 
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,. Buffer zone. proposed; for Highway 37 corridor 
by Tod Straehan : :land reserve on either side o f  would be off the highway and out The Orenda mill Would be out, According tO an administrative 
The Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stiidnc fully supports an idea 
proposed by Ron Creber, Skeena 
Region manager of land adminis- 
Highway 37 from the south end of 
Kitwancool Lake northward to the 
regional district's Meziadin Rural 
Land Use Bylaw Planning Area. 
The reserve would provide protec- 
tratlon for the Ministry of Crown tion in five-year renewable blocks. 
Lands. In a letter to the regional This would mean that while' the 
board, C'reber says his ministry is reserve was in effect, any develop- 
of sight. Random development in
the Highway 37 corridor has been 
a problem for the regional board 
for some time. As far as the 
regional district's concerns about 
the Orenda development, though, 
Creber suggests an extension of 
the Meziadin Planning Area to 
willing to establish a 200-metre ments such as logging camps encompass the Orendasite. 
City passes draft forestry 
document to committee 
Watershed policy examined 
by Ted Strachan 
Terrace city council has referred 
a Village of Hazelton report called 
the "Framework for Watershed 
Stewardship" to their Forestry, 
Housing and Senior Services Com- 
mittee. The document appeared on 
the weekend agenda of the Kitl- 
mat-Stikine Regional District board 
meeting, and according to one city 
representative on that board, Bob 
Cooper, "There are some things in 
there we should probably con- 
sider." 
Hazelton's Framework for Water- 
shed Stewardship is a refinement 
of a previous paper, "The Forest 
Industry Charter of Rights", and 
according to Village of Hazelton 
mayor Alice Maitland it has taken 
a full year to fine-tune. She 
• explains that the refinement pro- 
cess waS doiie with information 
provided by over 300 respondents 
to their original paper. "We believe 
that we have broadened the Frame- = 
• work to include concerns 
expressed by those who felt the 
Charter was either too lenient, or 
too harsh." 
Maitland escribes the "Charter", 
published in January 1990, as a 
"g~assroots  a t tempt  to 
• conceptualize a Forestry Practices 
Act that if adopted would reduce 
the number of forestry related 
conflicts experienced between 
governments, industry and citi- 
zens". The "Framework" includes 
over 60 principals of "new for- 
estry", she says, that if imple- 
mented "would provide both an 
economic and ecological legacy for 
future generations of British 
Columbians . 
Basically local. 't Maitland didn't 
seem to mind, though. She said it 
would be a good idea for her 
fellow directors to take more time 
to study the new document and 
compare it with the old. 
The  21-page Framework for 
Watershed Management covers 
everything from biediversity to 
First Nations cooperation, and 
locally.based forest management to 
integrated land use. The goals of 
the Framework are to maintain 
natural ecological diversity and 
integrity, guarantee sustainability, 
demand maximum value-added 
manufacturing, provide stable and 
fairly paid employment, provide a 
fair return on natural resource 
On Saturday, Maitland asked the 
regional board for four things: to 
review the "Framework" and offer 
suggestions or revisions, adopt he 
"Framework", and make a written 
request hat provincial legislation 
be amended accordingly, and to 
• circulate the "Framework" to the 
media and public interest groups. 
What she got was a tabling motion 
so that directors could review the 
document. 
Most critical of the "Framework" 
was New Hazelton director Pete 
Weeber. He described the paper as 
an "interesting approach" but a 
"very dramatic oncept". To this 
he added, "Basically this paper 
tells me that four or five different industry investment, and to allow 
ministries should be disbanded stable growth of regions whose 
totally, "and there should be a communities control management 
~ ! jurisdiction .... of their local watersheds. 
• CITY OF TERRACE 
' PUBLIC NOTICE 
REZONING APPL ICATION 
I"AKE NOTICE THAT an applic~tlon has been'made to amend 
the City of Terrace Zoning By Law No. 401.1966, and amend- 
ments thereto. 
THE SUBJECT AREA: 
totally 
The application affects the area, within the City of Terrace 
described as: 
Lot A, Explanitory Plan 4677, District Lot 1704 (3231 Earle 
Street) and shown shaded on the accompanying map. 
THE INTENT: 
The intent of,his zoning amendment application Is to change 
the zoning of the subject area from Light Industrial (M1) to 
Highway Tourist Commercial (C4). 
THE PROPOSED AMENDENT BY.LAW MAY BE INSPECTED 
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday to Friday, 
excluding holidays from May 28, 1991, to June 10, 1991, in- 
clusive, in the reception area at the City of Terrace Public 
Works Building at 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this 
Application may do so, in writing, and/or In person AT THE 
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING, TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICI. 
PAL CHAMBERS, AT 7:30 P.M. ON JUNE 10, 1991. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MUNIC- 
IPAL ACT, R.S.B.C. 1979 (AND AMENDMENTS THERETO). 
TAKE NOTICE and be govemed accordingly. 
E.R. HALLSOR, CLERK.ADMINISTRATOR 
'LLOYDE AVE 
HIGHWAY 16 
C. N. RAILWAY 
I 
side the 200-meter reserve, and in 
the .past the regional hoard has 
expressed concern over tl~ p0ten- 
tiai for random residential, com- 
mercial and service industry devel- 
opment o spring up all the way 
from the Orenda mill to Highway 
37. 
• The regional board, however, 
might have liked to see the Minis- 
try of Crown Lands extend their 
200-meter land reserve all the way 
to the no,them boundary of the 
regional district, a point about 35 
kilometres north of Iskut. Concerns 
• have been raised in the past about 
random development in the Kini- 
skan and Eddontenajon lake areas 
and more recently the Bob Quinn 
Lake area. 
According to regional director 
Pete Weeber, in addition to regular 
air traffic at the Bob Qulnn airstrip 
there are "at least" 15 helicopters 
using the airstrip. And when con- 
sttuction of the Iskut mining toad 
begins it could get worse. As with 
the Orenda project, there is fear of 
random residential, commercial 
and service industry growth in the 
area. 
The regional district is presently 
working on a rural land use bylaw 
for the Bob Quinn area, however, 
and Bob Quinn operations for this 
year• appear to be under control. 
memo, Dr. Norma Kerby has 
, completed a preliminary investiga- 
tion for the regional district and a 
report of her findings has been 
circulated to all appropriate 
agencies for comment. A final 
draft of the report is expected.to 
be ready for the board's June 22 
meeting. 
According to the administrative 
report, a Bob Ouirm Airport 
. Society has been formed but will 
receive land tenure for this operat- 
ing season only. Conditions of the 
tenure require that no permanent 
structures or improvements be 
made and that the site be reverted 
to bare land at the end of the 1991 
season.  
During the current season, the 
society will provide on-site eare- 
takers who will monitor the situ- 
ation arid gather information that 
will be used later to develop a 
management plan. This manage- 
ment plan will provide background 
information for a long-term tenure 
application which would begin in 
1992. 
As the current situation exists, 
the memo ends on a positive note: 
"The decision by the Regional 
Board in February 1991 to under- 
take this preliminary investigative 
study was timely and appropriate. 
p Terrace 
' Interiors Ltd. 
] , 4610 Lazelle Ave .  
635-6600 / 
"All the supplies you need" 
.Exterior and' interior paints 
oComplete line Of Blinds 
, ,Large sol .ection of  wallpaper 
m stock 
Com. 
4 Varnish Ingredient DOWN 
? Female sheep 1 Concept 
11 Ruin. 2 Frigid 
13 Bygone 3 Remarks 
14 Lingo 4 .,. Lazull 
15 .... Roper 5 Grows old 
16 Prison 6 Compete 
17 Woman's nickname 7 Acclaim 
18 Manager 8 Slay 
21 Snakelike fish g Within. 
22 Dine comb. form 
23 Half-quads 10 Leading actor 
26 Finish 12 Halt 
26 Fed. Aviallon 19 No longer safe. 
Comm. inN. 
29 Pfetenlious 20 Unit of energy 
30 Slat, 23 Shallow container 
31 Coil 24 Anger 
32 Cape 25 Long time 
33 Troops 26 Inlormed on 
34 Discoveries 2? Conjucflon 
35 Vigor 28 Paid notices 
36 Sand expanses 30 Ilerates 
37 Large sea 31 Sausage 
43 Sheltered 33 Convened 
44 Swiss river 34 Monk's title 
45 N.A. Lake 35 Docks 
46 Glacial ridge 36 Dark 
4'I Boxing term. Inll. 37 Volcanic craler 
48 Redecorate 38 Otherwise 
49 Electric reluctance 39 Transaction 
unit 40 Rounder 
50 Stitch 41 Helper 
51 Lair 42 Sign gas 
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• . i Thursday, .May 23  i I r~  ."-:' "" ~'' " ' '  : '  ...... ~ ...... :,.-.-:..:,.... i,:...~.I.-: ,~ ,~ .... 'F.rlday,.May.,O...: ..... ., .... fcr..assaul|mg a police officer and 
'' ' : ' ~ 1 1 ~ ~ " ' " " " ~ ' " " l  Lawrence Segrid Brown was ordered to pay a total of $90to " Wayne Wilfred -Motz Was Sen- 
e:  ,.,.. • r " .impaired d.riying,lgivena one'year 
:- " .  " .' ' . .  " , ~ - ' ' " ' ' gi -y "rig ge  C I driver's licence suspension, and 
C o u r t  I driver's licence s.pension for excuse before the end of a jai l  sentenCeddriving whlet° prohibited:30 days in..ja!i..for: 
• . . : " .  ' " " :  '- ' ~  • :'.. ' | impaired driving. " term. ' Lenard Carl Radford was  fined 
• ~ ~ ~ ,  - ' " l ' ' Kevin EtmT, a ,,as fined $35 for Ola f  Graham Kadsen was sen- $700 and given a 0ne-yeai-driver'~,/ 
. . . . . . .  . .. ' ' il~gai ~ssession of narcotics, tenced to 30 days in jail for failm~ ' l lcen~ ~/usigr~ion for d~'ing ~/ith" . . . .  
' • . ~ . . . '. • - ' uoug~angsterwas.fined $25 for to comply  with a condition of a blood"alCohol Content Over the 
The following .convictions took place in Terrace adult; criminal a violation of the Federal FisherieS'rec0gnizance and fined $600 for 
provincial court on: the. dates indicated according to .information Act. ' ' 
- provided.by 'the court r " . . . . driving with a.blood alcohol con- egmry.. 
Jacob Rormld Stewart Was sen- 
tenced' to  30 days in jail :and 
placed,on- probation for: nine 
months for failure .to comply with 
a probation order. Scott was sew 
tenced to 14 days in jail for failure 
to, appear in court: • • 
Ambrose John Wilson was fined 
$400 t'or theft. 
Kimball Anthony Tait was sen- 
tenced t.o 30 days in jail: for fa!lure 
to comply with a condition o f  
recognizance. Tait was also sen- 
tenced to seven days in jail for 
assault, 14 days in jail for failure 
to comply with a probation order, 
and 30 days in jail on a second 
count of failing to comply with a 
condition of recognizance. 
Gary Alan Walker was sentenced 
to one month in jail for theft and 
two months in jail for .assault. 
William Joseph Roy was fined 
$600 and given a one-year driver's 
licence suspensio n for driving 
while prohibited to do so. 
Gordon Raymond McDonald was 
sentenced to 30 days in jail and 
given a ~ 15.month driver's licence 
suspension for impaired riving. 
: Thursday, May 9 
• James Stevenson Low was sen- 
tenced to 21 days in jail for 
assault. Michael Morris Matwick 
was fined $450 and given a one- 
year driver's licence suspension for 
driving with a blood alcohol con- 
tent over the legal limit. 
Jerry Joseph Johns was sentenced tent over the legal limit. 
• to four months in jail on each o.f ' 
:two counts of. theft and one .month Thursday, May 16 
~in jail for failure to comply with a gary Marsdcn was fined $i00 for 
condition of recognizance, illegal possession of narcotics. 
to three months in jail for driving 
with a blood alcohol content over 
the legal limit, given a one-year 
driver's licence suspension, and 
fined $600 for driving while dis- 
qualified. 
Dennis Noel Martel wass fined 
$400 and placed on probation for 
six months for assault. 
Gunnar Roald Eide was fined 
$300 for committing mischief in 
• relation to private property and 
ordered to pay $122.22 in comlgn- 
sation. Eide was •also fined $300 
SAVE A BUNDLE. 
RE 8/32 
//~i I ¢" ~ " ~ ~  , . 
• Tuesday, May 14 Friday, May 17 
Erik Chfistiansenwas sentenced Jane Marie Sparkes was fined 
.t *~ 
at, ,~' 
4 '° 
We're out to make a difference in 
lawn and garden care and saving you a lot 
of money in the process is only part of 
the good news. 
8 Hp. of Synchro-Balanced Briggs & 
Stratton power and a contour following 32" 
cut. the all new Powerline RE 8/32 has more 
features than we have space to explain, 
See us soon to experience the per- 
formance value of Powerline first hand. 
Th is  sale is for a limited time only. 
Lcasc to own. Lease before May 15. 
No payment until August 15. O.A,C. 
Independent Industrial Supplies 
2903 Kcnncy St., Terrace 
phone 638-0248 
$500, prohibited from driving for 
three months and placed on one 
• year's probation for driving with a 
blood alcohol content over the 
legal limit. 
Mitchell Vincent Scott was fined 
$25 for illegal possession of nar- 
cotics. 
Dale Rex Arnold was fined 
$2,000 and placed on probation for 
two years for possession of prop- 
erty obtained by a criminal act. 
Tuesday, May 21 
Peter Symons was fined $150 on 
each of six convictions under the 
Unemployment Insurance Act. 
legal limit, 
Dave Parke  
MLA for Skeena 
635-4215, 
SPORTSMEN, MINERS, FORESTRY WORKERS ] 
GO WHERE YOU WANT WHEN YOU WANT WITH 
The ProHauler by YAMAHA 
if you're serious about hard work,. 
take a serious look at the ProHauler. 
Designed with mote thin double the 
carryin 8capacity of a conventional ATV, 
the ~oHauler has what it takes to get the 
jot, done. 
A reliable ~ e  Imwe~lant 
ptxxiuces lots of low-end toque for 
hauling heavy loads. While a dual range, 
S-speed wansmbsion with R've~e puts 
the power to the 8round via shall drive 
and Iockable differential. 
3~e ProHauk.r's specany 
steel chassis has a maximum load 
carrying capacity of 466 pounds on the 
racks in acktRion to an 800 pound towin 8 
capability. Fully sealed, front and rear 
durra brakes ensu~ lots of stopptn8 
power in all weather conditions. 
The ProHauler has a soft side too. 
Push button electdc stalin 8 and 
convenient automotive style parking 
Ixake make stop and go work a sr~p. 
Heavy<luty, i:xe-ioad adjustable 
sho:)ks can be taJk)zc'd to Icmd and terrain 
tequimnmnts. Other features include a 13 
live fuel tank, dual headlights and a 
mg~. plastic body that resists dents and 
cori~$1OIL 
Check out the ProHauler's 
qualifications at your local Yamaha 
dealer...it just might be your most 
productive mployee. 
YAMAHA 
We make the d~em¢~ 
PL 7550 
REDUCED FROM $4,999 
NOW SAVE SPECIAL $3,699. 00 
+ D.D, and TAXES 
KEN'S MARINE 
A A A ~ 
4946 Greig Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Ken Gibson - -  (804) 63S-2gO9 
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uurrently selling in our "Spring and Summer" Catalogue 
page 623 at 45% off separate costs. 
PHONE OR VISIT YOUR NEAREST SEARS CATALOGUE STORE FOR DETAILS 
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SAVE AN ADDITIONAL $100 ON 4PC CONTEMPORARY BEDROOM SUITE 
Currently selling in our "Fun in the Sun Sale" Catalogue page 250 at $100 off the separate 
cost of 4pc suite. Catalogue No. ,015060144LEJ4 Black or 015060134LEJ4 Oak. 
SAVE AN ADDITIONAL $100 ON 4PC SOLID PINE AND / 
PINE VENEER BEDROOM SUITES Currently selling In our "Fun in tho Sun' Catalogue 
Page 251 at $150 off the separate cost of 4 pc suite, Catalogue #015063814LEJ4 
(Double/Queen headboard) or 015063815LEJ5 (Double/Queen bed ensemble) 
SAVE 10% ON WICKER 
10% off the entire selection on pages 244 and 245 of our "Fun in the Sun Sale' Catalogue. 
PHONE OR VISIT YOUR NEAREST SEARS CATALOGUE STORE FOR DETAILS. 
SAVE 15% ON CONTEMPORARY UPHOLSTERY 
Currently selling in our "Spring and Summer" Catalogue page 675 
PHONE OR VISIT YOUR NEAREST SEARS CATALOGUE STORE FOR DETAILS. 
I 
Posture-Mate Sleep Sets - Currently selling in our "Fun in the Sun I 
Sale-- catalogue, page 254 at 25% off the separate cost of sleep sets. I , . PHONE OR VISIT YOUR NEAREST SEARS CATALOGUE STORE FOR DETAILS. 
Air mattresses, TEENAGE MUTANT NlnJa Turtles slumber bags, alr 
compressor, exercycle.., all from Sears current catalogues. Phone or vlslt 
your nearest Seers catalogue order office for detalls. 
TM/MC & C 1991 MIRAGE STUDIOS, USA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
i 
r ,r ' i ~  ~ i  i . . . .  " - ' - "  . . . . .  i 
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SEARS 
worth, and  your  money 's  .. more  
SEARS GUARANTEE: SATISFACTION OR MONEY REFUNDED 
SEARS CANADA INC. 
To ordet, ~one or visit 
your nearim Semrs 
Catalogue lore. 
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Mobility checks reveal shortcomings 
National 
Access 
Awareness 
Week 
National Access Awareness 
Week was recognized at Northwest 
Community College May 29. The 
purpose of the day was to identify 
areas in the college which prevent 
or hinder accessibility, increase 
awareness of the needs of students 
and staff who are physically or 
mentally challenged, improve the 
community's awareness of the 
services available at NWCC, and 
to support the National Access 
Awareness Week statement hat 
"Access is a fight". 
Grade 2 and 3 students from 
Uplands Elementary School were 
taken through an Awareness Lab 
of seven stations involving mobil- 
"ity and handicaps -wheelchairs, 
walkers, slings for simulated bro- 
ken arms and canes. Each group of 
students had to go through each 
exercise and feel some of the 
frustrations of not being able to 
move around freely in doing daily 
ACCESS TO HIGHER LEARNING. National Access 
Awareness Week was recognized at Northwest Community 
College last week with eight staff members, including Larry 
Bolingbroke, and Grade 2 and 3 students from Uplands 
Elementary School using wheelchairs, walkers, and other aids 
to simulate some of the difficulties of the physically challenged. 
tasks. Students later said, "it was 
really hard"; "I spilled my water"; 
"I had trouble getting the wheel- 
chair through doors"; and "I 
couldn't get into the bathroom. 
Somebody had to help me". 
Eight Northwest Community 
College staff members also partici- 
pated in the day as an awareness 
team hindered by hand bandages, 
wheelchairs or neck braces. Adult 
Basic Education coordinator Larry 
Bolingbroke found he had diffi- 
culty getting through doors, using 
- -  Continued on page A4 
Winter access becoming critical 
issue in river-locked community 
by Michael Kelly River a few kilometrcs outside 
Terrace. 
A month after he bought he land 
Will Geyer was involved in a car 
crash that put him in a wheelchair. 
Wilf C-eyer, a familiar figure 
who can often be seen on the 
streets of Terrace, bought two lots 
in Usk 14 years ago, having fallen• Now he lives in Rosswood and 
in love with the quiet, scenic ham- manages the community's* only 
let on the west side of the Skeena store, which also serves as its 
Ksan House Society 
opens new headquarters 
The Ksan House Society is holding an open Kalum and Lakelse for a number of years. The 
society has asked the city to find a new location 
for it, and council's Planning and Public Works 
Committee has referred the item to another com- 
mittee, Tourism and Economic Development. 
While they're at it, alderman Bob Cooper has 
asked them to go a little further and find a use 
for an unused hydro pole standing at the north- 
east corner of the building. 
The building, one of the oldest in Terrace, has 
a long and colourful history. It began as the 
police headquarters and jail. More recently it has 
been home to a health food store and the office 
ibr architect Alan Soutar. The future of the 
building has been in doubt recently, with a pro. 
posal for its removal to Heritage Park being 
declined by the mmeum society and an express- 
ion of intent by the lot owner to sell. With its 
occupation by IOan, it would appear the old 
huilding will be around a while longer. 
i 11  i 
house today to show off its new premises, the 
old provincial police building at the corner of 
Lakelse Ave. and Kalum St. 
The society has been busy renovating the land- 
mark building for more than a month, and the 
public is invited to take a look at their work 
from 11:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. today. The'non-profit 
society operates the Terrace Transition House for 
women who need temporary shelter, the Terrace 
Sexual Assault Centre and Osborne House, a 
shelter for mentally ill people living in the com- 
munity. 
The new office will also be the site lbr the 
society's 1991 annual general meeting, scheduled 
to take place tonight starting at 7:30 p.m. 
The only renovation remaining to be done is 
removal of a directional sign on the I'ront lawn. 
The sign, directing visitors to attractions like 
Heritage Park, has been iocatcd at the corner of 
| i 
nerve centre because it has the 
only telephone. He was back In 
Usk for a visit last week, but the 
idea of living there, he says, "is an 
unrealistic goal". 
The reason it is unrealistic is that 
for six months of the year a cable 
car, five flights of stairs above the 
ground, is the only way to get in 
or out of the community. Gcyer 
was there May 29, having crossed 
on the ferry that serves Usk during 
the time of year the river isn't 
frozen, for a meeting on National 
Access Awareness week. 
People who move to the west 
side of Usk know from the outset 
that accessibility is going to be a 
problem. The community, 
inhabited by about 50 people, used 
to be a major centre for the rail- 
way, mining and logging, at one 
time early in the century populated 
by over 3,000 people. But when 
the highway went in on the far 
side of the river the action moved 
westward to Terrace. 
The residents are looking for 
improvements. Terrace district 
highways manager John Ncwhouse 
accepted an invitation to the May 
29 event, a potluck dinner and 
informal discussion on access. 
One l~miiy has a child with a 
degenerative condition that will 
eventually require a wheelchair. If 
nothing changes, they will be 
forced to move out of Usk. Marie 
Hildebrand, the Terrace representa. 
tire for the Canadian Paraplegic 
Association, told Newhouse the 
current equipment for crossing the 
river in winter is impossible for 
anyone in a wheelchair and ex- 
tremely difficult for anyone in leg 
braces, on crotches, or even a 
person with arthritis or back prob- 
lems. 
When the ferry is docked for the 
winter, travel across the river is by 
a small cable car. To get on the 
car, the passenger is required to 
ascend three flights of exposed 
stairs on the east side of the river 
or five flights on the west side. 
The difficulty is. not only for 
people with disabilities or infirm- 
ities, several residents told New- 
house-  if someone is injured in 
an accident, evacuation was also 
be hard or impossible. 
The Ministry of Highways and 
Transportation has been studying 
the Usk situation, and all the sol- 
utions are expensive. This year an 
engineering study is being done for 
a road from Terrace North to 
Kitselas, on the same side of the 
- -  Continued on page. A4 
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IT ISN'T OVER 'TIL IT'S OVER. A scoreless tie in regulation time brought out 
the competitive spirit in the Terrace rep and Greenville teams at the B.C. Summer 
Games zone men's soccer playdowns held at Northwest Community over the 
weekend. Terrace reps took it in the end 2-0 on penalty kicks. 
Date 
June 5 
June 5 
June 5 
June 5 
June 5 
June 6 
June 6 
June 10 
June 10 
June 10 
June 11 
June I l 
June 12 
June 12 
June 12 
June 12 
June 12 
June 13 
June 13 
June 17 
June 17 
June 17 
June 18 
June 18 
June 19 
June 19 
June 19 
June 19 
June 19 
June 20 
June 20 
June 24 
June 24 
June 24 
June 25 
June 25 
June 26 
June 26 
June 26 
June 26 
June 26 
June 27 
June 27 
July 2. 
July 2 
July 2 
July 3 • 
July 3 
July 3 
July 3 
TERRACE MIXED SLO-PITCH 
SCHEDULE 
1 All  Seasons Expose 
2 Co-op 
3 Raisin Hell 
4 Blitz KrJeg 
$ Old Timers 
6 Bases Wild 
Home Visit 
. Team Team 
7 Brewmasters " 
8 Skeena Athletics 
9 Royals ' " • . . . .  
IO ASE • , ~ 
tl Northern Lights 
i2 sc[  ; 
6 12 
7 4 
8 1 
11 2 
:9  5 
10 3 
12 6 
2 1 
• " : : 4"  3 
6 5 
8 7 
'10  9 
12 11 
5 2 
• 3 1 
10 7 
6 4 
11 9 
12 8 
3 2 
6 7 
1 4 
8 5 
9 12 
7 1 
4 2 
11 10 
3 6 
9 8 
12 10 
5 I1 
6 2 
9 i 
. "7 12 
10 4 
8 3 
9 3 
IO 6 
" 8 II 
12 2 
1 5 
7 5 
I i  4 
12 I 
' 8 4 
• tO 2 
I I  7 
i2 5 
i0 I 
.... 9 4 
Time 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m, 
7:00 p.m. 
6:45 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m, 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m: 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:.00 p.m, 
7:00 p.m. 
6:45 P.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
• 7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
6:45 p.m; 
8:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
6:45 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
6:45 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
Field , 
Regional District 
Copper Mounta!n 
Thornhill Junior 
Thornhill Primary 
Thornhill Primary 
Regional District 
Copper Mountain 
Regional District 
Copper Mountain 
Thornhill Junior 
Regional District 
Copper Mountain 
Regiondl District 
Copper Mountain 
Thornhill Junior 
Thornhill Primary 
Thornhili Primary 
' Regional District 
Copper Mountain 
• Regional District 
Coppei" Mountain 
Thornhill Junior 
Regional District 
Copper Mountain 
Regional District 
Copper Mountain 
Thornhill Junior 
Thornhill Piimary 
Thornhil/Primary 
Regional Distrlct 
Copper Mountain ' 
Regional District 
Copper Mountain 
Thornhill Junior 
Regional District 
Copper Mountain 
Regional District 
• Copper Mountain 
Thornhill Junior 
Thornhili Primary 
Thornhill Primary 
Regional District 
Copper Mountain 
Regional District 
Copper Mountain 
Copper Mountain 
Regional District 
Copper Mountain 
Thornhill Junior 
Thornhill Primary 
Cal track team back from Burnaby 
Athletes from Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School turned in some 
respectable team and individual 
performances at the B.C. Track 
and Field Championships held in 
Burnaby May 31 and June 1. 
The relay team of David Shep- 
herd, Chad Croft, Chris Wilkinson 
and Kerry Smith managed to place 
sixth in the boys' four-by-100 
ever  you  wear  
..clean with care. 
only 
)J. W nDNESDAY IS 
DIRTY IRT 
DAY 
Men's or Ladies' cotton b/end 
dress or business shirts expertly 
laundered. 
,t Only drive-thru in town 
,,. Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
,,. Drop off point at Thornhill Public Markel 
I ?i Aa ra z  t aner8 
final. Croft also finished 11th in an 
individual effort for the 400 metre. 
Kannln Osei-Tutu came in eighth 
in high jump. 
Runners from Smithers took tw¢ 
of the top three places in the gruel. 
ling boys' 2,000 metre steeple- 
chase. Peter Douglas finished 
second, followed by Ryan Turnel 
in third. 
HEW IH TOWN? 
LET US PUT 
OUT THE mT 
FOR YOUi 
be sure to call 
SINCE 1930 ~LTD. 
Karen: 638-0707 
Katharin: 635-7504 
SATURDAY, JUNE 22 
7 p.m. to 10 p.m. at Terrace Inn 
CLOSING CEREMONIES - -  JUNE 26 for 
Rookie/Bambino Division at Elks Park. JUNE 
27 - -  for Junior/Senior Division at Rotary Park 
"ELECTIONS" for 1992 Executive - -  Sunday, 
June 23 at 7 p.m. at Terrace Library. 
"SENIOR ZONE PLAYOFFS" - -  June 22 at 
Terrace 
"BAMBINO ZONE PLAYOFFS" --- June 29, 30., 
at Burns Lake. 
';JUNIOR ZONE PLAYOFFS" - -  July 6, 7 at 
Burns Lake. 
"PROVINCIAL GAMES" - -  July 18 to 25 for all 
divisions. 
"SUMMER GAMES" - -  July 26 to 28 at 
~ t l a m .  [~~ 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ~ ~, 
~t 'lib ~ ~ PLEASE CONTACT ~ | ~, | 
The Scores Are... 
• ii!!i !i!!iiiiiiiii! ¸ 
~i~ ~ i~%:i~ii! !~i~i~i~!~ i ! ~ 
~iil ~ ii 
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Junior Babe Ruth was one of many baseball and softball leagues acUve in parks all over Terrace 
this past weekend. 
ZONE F INAL  TRACK & F IELD RESULTS 
IN  SMITHERS MAY 16TH & 17TH .. 
" Grade 8 - -  Hanna Barker: hurdles-3rd, javelin-3rd, high jump-2nd, long : 
laced, 4x100 relay-2nd 
-- Klm Blanco: 800 metres-4th, triple jump-lst, long jump-6th 
- -  Loft Bateau: I00 metres-3rd, 400 metres-lst, 200 metres-lst, 
4x100 relay-2nd, 4x400 relay-2nd ~:i ~, 
- Lana Geler: 100 metres-6th, urdles-2nd, 200 metres-6th, 4x100 - ~ 
~x400 relay-2nd ~:. 
-- Navneet Gill: 100 metres-4th in heat, long jump-not placed, 
.2nd 
- -  Scott Gingles: 400 metres-3rd, 800 metres-4th, hurdles-lst, -~ 
• 1st 
-- Stella Haighi shot put-3rd, long jump-not placed, javelin-lst ~ ~ ,~,  
- -  Brandy Hansen: long jump-3rd, shot put-not placed, javelin~ ,~ ~ ~ ~!~' 
- -  Jennifer Meeks: 100 metres-4th in heat, triple jump.5th, long 
laced, 4x100 relay-2nd 
- Kylle Oman: 100 metres-lst in heat, shot put-not placed, 4x100 
- -  ,lassie Osel.Tutu: javelin-3rd, 100 metres-lst, 200 metres.lst, 
)-lst, high jump-lst, shot put-lst : -  . 
l0 - -  Tony Roodzant: triple jump-3rd, hurdles-3rd 
I - -  Matt Kerby: 100 metres-3rd, javelin-not placed, 200 metres-5th : 
- -  Farroh Main: javelin.2nd, shot put-3rd, discus-2nd 
8-  Heidi Nygaard: 100 metres-4th in heat, shotput-4th, 4x100 
! - -  Nieole Rlppon: 100 metres-2nd, hurdles-2nd, 200 metres-4th, i ! i  i~:~ 
ty-2nd 
* AGGREGATE WINNERS IN AGE GROUP * 
Le Osei-Tutu - -  qualified to compete in Summer Games. 
Buteau - -  qualified for Provincials. 
TERRACE TENNIS  CLUB 
V ICTORIA  DAY WEEKEND 
'A '  SINGLES 
ofai (Kit) def Dean Boucher (Ter) 
'B'  SINGLES 
|yori (Kit) def Jack Kester (Ter) 
'C '  SINGLES 
reel Roberts (Kit) def G. Parmar (Kit) 
'A '  DOUBLES 
J Kiregl/Swarn Mann (Ter) def Alex Kotai (Kit)/Matt Cac 
'B '  DOUBLES 
Ltacl/Bili Redpath (Ter) def Daa Diep/Matt Phillips O'er) 
~S 'A '  SINGLES 
r .= , .  Mann (Ter) def Erna Motschilnig (Ter) 
LADLES 'B'  SINGLES 
Nancy Condon (Ter) def Shannon Butler (Ter) 
LADIES 'A '  DOUBLES 
Nancy Condon/Frann Man (Ter) def Ada Sarsiat/Erna Motschih 
LADIES 'B'  DOUBLES 
Else Holkestad/S. Caddy (Ter) def Shannon Butler/Jaekie Thorn 
MIXED 'A '  DOUBLES 
Heater Hewin/Richard Kriegl (Ter) def Fran Mann/Swarn Mann (Ter) • : i i  
MIXED 'B '  DOUBLES 
Shannon Butler/Gordon Woodd (Ter) def Sheila Caddy/Don Henry (Ter) 
Come over to the Professionals at 
A complete personalized Agency 4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
HOME--  L IFE -  FIRE 
BOAT--  BUSINESS 
, , t , .  
Terrace stock 
car action 
1991 RACE DAY SCHEDULE 
TERRACE STOCK CAR ASSOCIAT ION 
Sunday, June 9 - -  Kiddies Day 
Saturday, June 22 - -  Open Wheel Invitational, regular aces 
Sunday, June 23 - -  Open Wheel Invitational, regular aces 
Saturday, July 6 - -  Regular Races 
Sunday, July 7 - -  Regular Races 
Sunday, July 21 - -  Regular Races . . . . . .  
Saturday, August 3 - -  Memorial Races 
Sunday, August 4 - -  Memorial Races . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Sunday, August 18 - -  Kiddies Day 
Sunday, September 8 - -  Open Day Races & Dem~liiion Derby 
TERRACE SPEEDWAY RACE RESULTS 
FOR MAY 2$TH 
- Z 
Sportsman Trophy 
Dash - -  Albert Weber 
Heat - -  Albert Weber 
Main - -  Albert Weber 
A Hobby Trophy ~,~ 
Dash - -  Don Pearson 
Heat - -  Don Pearson 
Main - -  Phil Truscott 
B Hobby Trophy 
Dash - -  Paul Fleming 
Heat - -  Paul Fleming 
Main - -  Trapper Hanson 
A Street Trophy 
Dash - -  Dave Reinhardt 
Heat - -  Dave Reinhardt 
Main - -  Dave Reinhardt 
B Street Trophy 
Dash - -  Gord glassen 
Heat - -  Gord Klassen 
Main - -  Dave Bruce 
C Hobby 
Main - -  Sharon Fagan 
C Street 
Main - -  Tracy Reinhardt i ii:/~ 
TERRACE SPEEDWAY RACE RESULTS 
FOR MAY 26TH 
Sportsman Trophy 
Dash - -  Albert Weber 
Heat - -  Albert Weber. 
Main - -  Albert Weber 
A Hobby Trophy 
Dash - -  Brian Copeland 
Heat - -  Phil Truscott 
Main - -  Don Pearson 
B Hobby Trophy 
Dash - -  Randy Kerr 
Heat - -  Randy Kerr 
Main - -  Blain Kluss 
A Street Trophy 
Dash - -  Clayton Kerr 
Heat - -  Clayton Kerr 
Main - -  Clayton Kerr 
B Street Trophy 
Dash - -  Dave Bruce 
Heat - -  Keith Marshall 
Main - -  Gord Klassen 
C Hobby 
Heat - -  Sharon Fagan 
Main - -  Sharon Fagan 
C Street 
Heat - -  Wanda Friesen 
Main - -  Shelly Reinhardt 
Bump to Pass Winners: 
Trophy Dash - -  Keith Marshall 
Reverse Race - -  Keith Marshall 
2-Way Race - -  Keith Marshall 
Bump to Pass - -  John Bevan 
/" 
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• • :~:i :;: ;!::i:i:~: : - Skeena s Usk and few kilometres platform fitted to the oulslde of the 
f . /~"~'~ . : ~ . . -west. Those few kilometres, how- stairway railing. Newhouse esti- 
~!:~i! ~ ~,;. , , ., . , ,.: . . . . .  ever, are fu l l  of terrain problems mated that the equipment would 
- -  r and potential road hazards. New- cost $200,000, without engineering 
. . . . . . . .  :!~i!:~i,::~:~:~: ........... house said a feasibility study is studies. He asked Marie Hilde- 
..... : :~ '~: '~  being done to determine whether brand what she thought. 
i ~ it's possible to extend the road to Hildebrand said she would never 
,ii " :~ , Usk, but he believes it would cost use that kind of system in an appli- 
..~ .............. more than a mill ion dollars to do cation like the Usk situation, expo- 
'"' " "' "~ ' ~  [ extensive rock cutting and sorting of the problems. Newhouse said he 
1 out a number of property owner- had no estimate on equipping the ship problems on the right of way, tower: with an elevator, and added 
q 
l i  ! which would cross land held by that the .cable car would probably 
~ ~ ~ i  ~', :~ i:i :~:i~!~:!i~:, .... the Kitselas Indian Band, the CNR have to be modified or replaced to 
~ i i ~ i : : :~ :~ and a number of private owners. If accommodate a wheelchair.else is vailable,"We 
i ~ ~  %~,:~! i i ! ! i~ ~ ..... it were built, he added, the road don't know what 
' i i l l~  ~ i i  i~, .' ~,~,~::~. :~i~i~,.~:~. wouldhavetorunbelowtwolarge and we would like some more 
avalanche chutes, information from your group," he 
~:.  
. .~! . _ . much better. At a cost Hewhouse Cheryl Stoner told Hewhouse that 
[ ~ i i ,. ~ .~ .  believes would be roughly equal to she and tier husband Roy intend to 
: the other mute a mad could he finish raising their teenage children 
u : forest bridge eight or 10 kilometres for retirement. The access problem, 
i :!:-~ to the east at SL Cmix Creek, but however, would probably dash that 
i ~ it would involve a considerable plan. As one speaker noted earlier, 
i ~ climb in elevation and many of the "Almost anyone with the normal 
same problems the other road wear and tear of aging would have 
.... ~ ::i!i:~ ii ::~i~/:i presents, to leave." 
.~ ~ :~:'~:~::'~,,:~:~:~:~i _ A bridge directly into Usk, cross- Another said, "We've watched 
~~ ~::~:~,~. ing at the existing ferry landing, our old timers leave one by one. In 
would cost about $3 millio n , he 1976 (when the towers and cable 
, said. ear were commissioned) the minis- 
i That leaves modifications to the ter of highways came to the open- 
existing cable car system which ing. He looked at that tower and 
! Newhouse, eying it from the juat shookhishead, lt'sridiculous- 
ground, described as "archaic". ly high." 
"Many people in the ministry are Roy Stoner told of a relative in 
not sure what our role Or responsi- leg braces who had come to visit 
bilities are in access," lqewhouse and was barely able to negotiate 
said. "It's something new. We're the stairways due to their narrow 
open, we trying to deal with it, and design. "It could happen to any of 
we wanL to hear y~ur concerns," us, it's a very real thing. It takes a 
~' Newhouse said he had Inquired great deal of strength and power t ° 
about having the stait3vay fitted get up those stairs." 
TH p ONlY  WAY OUT, Five flights of exposed steel stairs separate people who live in IJsk on with a wheelchair lift,• like the Ni:whouse said he expects the 
the west side of the Skeena River from the rest of the world durin9 the six months of winter the equipment used tbr access in Tar- feasibility report to be ready by 
community's ferff is tied up. Residents are concerned that their homes are inaccessible for the race city hall and at the basement mid-July, and promised to return and discuss the findings with the 
disabled, that oldtimers have to move elsewhere because they can no longer negotiate the stairw W Learning Resources Centre at the 
• to the cable car, and that evacuating injured people in an emergency would be virtually impossible. Terrace campus of Northwest people of Usk. When asked if he 
Community College. The lift is a could make a commitment to do 
something for this coming winter, 
• he answered, "Not this year." 
A r t  Resident Maureen Bostock itudes can create further barriers objected that thecommunl tyhad  
been lobbying the ministry for 
! 
'by Harrlett Fjaagesund abilities arejusteverybodyelse- stairs, but not handicapped if a way", and "Got to be running three years for improved access, 
ordinary people, ramp or elevator is available, along" are common and inoffen- and another esident pointed out. 
! Sometimes we inadvertently treat Here a few common-sense rules Besides, having a handicap really siva expressions, that the Shames Mountain mad 
people with disabilities in condo- you can follow: refers to horse racing, meaning ,,If you offer to help, wait until the had suddenly been punched 
scending ways. Often we walk .Do not refer to people with dis- extra weight added to the saddle to offer is accepted, then listen for or through for several million dollars 
around as if on egg shells, uncom- abilities as being handicapped. A equalize competition between ask for instructions, last.year and argued that a com- 
fortable with ourselves and with disabling condition may or may horses with unequal track records, munity is more important han a 
iccreation facility. 
them because we're not really sure not be handicapping. People who *Try not to label individuals as the -Resist the urge to pat people in "I appreciate your concerns, but 
what to say or do. Without mean- have paralysis and must use a disabled, the epileptic, the post- wheelchairs on the head. Your dog I have a budget and the dollars 
ing to,  we forget that those dis- wheelchair are handicapped by polios, or by other such terms, may appreciate the occasional pat, 
People are people, not conditions, but people do not. aren't there," Newhouse ~id. He 
h | [ |~ l l  instead, refer to them as people added, .however, that times are 
M O " - - -  Continued from page B1 .. who have those disabilities. -Avoid putting people with disabil- changing and perhaps the minis- l k~ l  U n t~ 
ilies on pedestals. Pedestals are try's role in access to communities 
his computer, and getting into the oCthe academic building has estab- *Treat adults as adults. Having a lonely places. Don't emphasize the is changing as well, citing the Usk 
refrigerator above his filing cabinet lished a key usage policy for inde- disability does not mean that the differences between people; that meeting as evidence. 
for his lunch. He used the tale- pendent access. The Terrace cam- disabled individual suddenly reinforces the "one of them versus In response to another sugges. 
phone to speak with colleagues pus now has a more accessible regressed to childhood. When one of us" attitude. Emphasizing lion, Newhouse said he would 
rather than going to their offices, bath tub in the men's form, and talking to a person who has a differences among people creates investigate he possibility of build- 
and he found his own office too electronically opened doors and disability, speak directly to the stereotypical barriers that 8re hard ing a helicopter pad on the west 
side of the fiver for evacuation i  small for a wheelchair. With sur- accessible washrooms at the Kill- person rather than through a corn- to break down. 
prise, he said, "At this lower level mat campus, panion who may be along, medical emergencies. 
of sight, you see such different Renovations still on the NWCC .Offering sympathy, although well- Meanwhile, 89-y~r-old Bill 
things!" list include electronic doors for .Don'tbe embarrassed if you hap- meant, is something most tndivid- Timko and his wife, two of the last 
As a result of l~st year's Access Terrace and Smithers campuses, pen to use phrases that seem to uals would trade instantly for of Usk's oldtimers, will face 
Awareness Day, Northwest Corn- concrete ramps for the Kitimat and relate in an indirect way to a dis- accepiance and respect for their another winter this year in virtual 
munity College has made a num- Homton campuses, washroom ability. "See you later", "Walk this I~lenls and abilities, isolation. 
bar of renovations to campus accessibility work in the cafeteria 
buildings. These include installa- building, lowedng the drinking 
l ion of grab bars and straps in Ibunlain at the Prince Rupert cam- is Right w,,,oom . . ,  a,0 ,,o Become aware that Access  a 
hanging generic signs on wash- wheelchair lift rmm the learning 
room doors. The " Learning resources centre stairwell to the 
Resources Centre in the basement stairs leading up to the cafeteria. ,~, ................................................................................................... 
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mime:  
Shelley O'Br ien , 
Sponsor:  
Terrace Shopping Centre 
Shelley, blonde, blue-eyed 
and 5'5", is a,Grade 12 student 
at Caledonia andworks part- 
time in tl~ bakery at Safeway. 
Her interests rum to music and . 
spore - -  she's the .captai n of 
the school,s sen/or volleyball 
team, amember ofthe choir 
and plays flute and piano, 
sometimes With the Terrace 
commun.y can0. : " ~  •: 
Shelley joined the pageant, . . . . .  / .... 
a she says, as a move toward 
II community involvement and to learn more about herself and gain self- . 
l[ mnndence. From her experience she hopes to gain the. poise needed to =mmn 
[I calm in demandlngsituatl6ns. Fore  career she 18 constdering both professional 
Name:  
Andrea Arnold 
SpoBor: 
The Fabric Boutique 
brown-hain~l, blue- i ~ * 
eyed and 5'4½", b a Oradc 11 
student at Caledonia. Her span: p ~  
time activities are mainly ~ "~'~ 
musical, including singing, , 
piano, school choir and concert 
band. Those fit well with her 
career ambition, to become a
voice teacher and give private 
lessons after tint obtaining a 
Bachelor's Degree in music. 
Andrea says she entered the 
pageant to gain experience in 
dealing with the public and to learn about the history of Terrace and its business 
community. 
From her involvement in the Miss Terrace pageant experience, she hopes to 
improve her-skills in public speaking. 
For Our Future... 
It's up to each and every one of us to make the earth a 
cleaner and safer place for generations to come. A good 
way to start is by learning more about recycling and how 
you can do your part. 
On June 12, we will be featuring a special section that will 
explain the problems our planet is faring and ways you can 
help by recycling, it's setting to the critical stage and you 
can do something to help. in order to get out of this mess 
we're In, it's up to YOU! 
Terrace Review 
4535 Oreig Ave., 
Terrace phone 635-7840 
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MISS TERRACE 1991 ,":"- 
Two weeks ago the Terrace Review 
presented six of the 11 candidates for Miss 
Terrace 1991. This week we present four of 
the remaining five entrants. Coverage of the 
pageant events will culminate with the 
crowning of Miss Terrace 1991 in July. 
, L ,  
- ,~ I t  
Name: 
Deborah.Ann Dodd 
Sponsor. 
B.C. Tel 
Deborah, 16, is a Grade 11 
student at Caledonia. She is 
5'6" with light brown hair and 
dark brown eyes and enjoys 
sports, creative writing and 
poet W, and making people 
laugh. 
When asked why she entered 
the Miss Terrace pageant, 
Deborah replied, "I feel that it 
will be a great learning 
experience and that it will help 
me get involved in my 
community." Through the pageant she hopes to learn more about the people who 
live here and the community as a whole. 
Deborah intends to enter college, and her aspirations are to become either a 
teacher or a veterinary assistanL 
• , • i :¸ :•  ' 
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Your chance to get involved \
fourth Wednesday st 8 p.m. If you are.in- 
terested in Joining our fraternity, please 
contact 635-2794 or 638-0674. 
Oddfsllows Lodge hold meetings every 
second and fourth Monday at the new 
location In the Ukrainian Hall, 4600 
block Walsh, Terrace. Contact 635-3995 
or 635-2956 if you wish membership in- 
formation. 
Please, assist the less forluoate of Ter- 
race. The Anti-poverty Group Society is 
receiving donatiorJs from people of good 
will, so that they may continue helping 
disadvantaged people. Send your con- 
tribution to treasurer Josephine Buck, 
Room 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1T3. Phone 635-4831. 
Terrace Minor Hockey is looking for 
coaches, managers, division heads, and 
referees for the upcoming season. 
Those Interested should phone Sandy 
Marshall st 635.7623 evenings. 
Terrace Contract Bridge Club plays the 
1st and 3rd Thursday of each month at 
the Legion from October to April. Please 
contact Mary at 635-2977 or Rolande at 
635-4374. Come and have a fun night 
with usl 
The Skeena Squares Dance Club meets 
Mondays from 7:30 to 10 p.m. for square 
dancing .at the Carpenters' Hall on 
Sparks St. For more information, call 
Bey Greening at 635-7868. 
The Parents' Advisory Committee meets 
the third Wednesday of every month at 
7:30 p.m. In Skeene Junior Secondary 
School. All parents/ 
guardians welcome. 
The Klnetta Club of Terrace meets on 
the second and fourth Wednesday of 
every month. For more Information, call 
Gall at 635.9253. 
The K-ette Club ladles meet on the third 
Wednesday of every month. Please call 
Shells Crampton at 635-4435 for further 
Information. 
The Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary 
meets on the third Monday of every 
month at 8:15 p.m. in the board room of 
Mills Memorial Hospital. New members 
are always welcomell 
Terrace Transition House -- Call us for 
support and Information If you are a vlc-. 
tim Of mental or physical abuse. We're 
available 24 hours a day to women and 
children. Phone 635-6447. 
The Alzhelmer information line: phone 
635-3381. 
Every Thursday evening It's Cribbage 
Night at Terracevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 
p.m. Everyone in the community is In- 
vited to drop in and catch the action. 
Terrace Toastmasters -- Do you find it 
difficult to prepare and give a talk? Turn 
to Toastmasters for help. Meetings are 
the first and third Tuesday of each 
month at Northwest Community Col- 
lege, room 206, at 7:30 p.m. For informa. 
tlon, contact Irene Blackstone at 
635-2845. 
COFFEEBREAK, s women's communlty 
blble study, meets Wednesdays from 
9:30 to 11 a.m. We offer free child care, a 
story hour program for three- to five- 
yeer-olds, an opportunlty to meet new 
frlends, small group dlscusslons over a 
cup of coffee. There's a place for you 
wlth us -- Joln usl Terrace Chrlstian 
Reformed Church, on the corner of 
Sparks and Straume. 
The Terrace Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics Is a support group that 
meets once per month. Meetings are the 
3rd Tuesday of the month at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Psych. Conference Room at Mills 
Memorla'l Hospital. One aim of the group 
Is to provide community education 
about this Illness. Anyone wishing to 
learn more or become part of this group 
is welcome to attend the meetings. 
Please call 638-3325 for further informs. 
tion. 
The Terrace Duplicate Bddge Club 
meets every Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary in the 
cafeteria. Anyone interested in playing 
please contact Ellen Smith at 635-4096 
or May McFarland at 635-2875. Everyone 
welcome. 
Skeens Valley Rebekah Lodge holds 
regular monthly meetings at their new 
location in the Ukrainian Hall, 4600 
block Welsh, Terrace, every second and 
/ 
i!: 
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ealer  sees  - i ,as  norm a d natural  
by Harriett Fjaagesund ' idea of what you'd expect a "I 'm looking at her, at the 
- spiritual healer to look like. He stretcher, and I suddenly see .this 
Peter Morris is a healer, but doesn't wear long white robes or woman stand up, and the spirit 
he doesn't practise his craft with a peaked hat with strange sym- walking along side her physical 
pills or potions of'all the other bols on it'; he's an ordinary man body looking down, looking at 
paraphernel ia ' of modern with an unusual gift that he says the men, looking back at the 
medicine, is not unusual at all, and is one house. Then she looked at me, 
Peter Morris is a spiritual we each possess, and I guess she realized I could 
healer, and a member of the Na- His first experience with the see her. She smiled and nodded, 
tional Federation of Spiritual spirit world was in England dur- then she was gone. The funny 
Healers of Great Britain. He was ing the war when he was about thing is, it seemed the most 
recently at the Nirvana Meta- seven years old. On his way to natural thing to me." 
physics Center in Terrace for school one morning he was A f te r  that, Morris says, the 
lectures and private consulta- walking past a house that had experiences came more often. 
tions, been bombed the night before. But growing up with this ability 
A ship builder by trade, and a Two men were carrying a to see people who have died 
man who has a deep and abiding woman, who was obviously moving off into the spirit realm 
love for the sea, Morris looks dead, out of the houe on a didn't make his fife any easier. 
nothing like the stereotypical stretcher. "As a teenager I was knownfor 
awhile asPeter The Gook." i WEDNESDAY FA I~ / It was during his early medita" WITH tions that Morris became in- ' terested in healing. While in Peter Morris: It's a very light energy, a very gentle energy. 
BY FAE MOONEY meditation he would move into a 
trance state and be visited by Clinic now have quite a few It's a rare case where an entity 
-eminent people from spirit who healers working there, and they can  enter into someone's 
The ~0~9~ " would take him into teaching found that there was something awareness. They might be able 
r areas. He says the experiences like 62 percent of terminal can- to intrude, but not in a negative 
• like in these exorcism 
and the short . . . .  ' • and lessons came at the same cer patients recovering. We're way, ' time. not saying that we're better or movies. 
Or, Tips for Tops II: How to make Morris says we all have spirits different than the medics, it's "This fiery furnace is just an 
the best of what you've got - -  from and guides, that we're like a just that the medics rely so much inheritance from those days of 
the neck up - -  by turning nature's team. For  whatever eason we material and physical ways of ignorance. If there's a hell, here 
flaw into a beauty bonus, come to the earth "plane," healing. ' it is; look at the problems we can 
Your swan's neck looks more like it whether it's for a newadventure "When you see the healing create right here on this earth. 
belongs to a long-necked goose7 Or or to rehash an old one, we leave taking place in a clairvoyant way Take Iraq, was that not a little 
worse - -  maybe you have no neck at part of our team back in spirit; - -  and you don't have to be piece of hell? Isn't it a piece of 
all! they are there to help us when we clairvoyant o be a healer be- hell when we start destroying 
The best dressed neck looks neither start to look for that help. cause we're all healers - -  if it's Ourselves and our friends with 
too long nor too short. How can you make a too-long neck look When asked why so many of an abscess or tumour you can negative thoughts and 
shorter, or a short, fat neck look long and slender? "us never seem to experience any actually see the healing oing in- energies?" 
of this, Morris replied that most to the tumour; it appears to ex- Another subject Morris 
The Long ot  It people simply don't devote plode and disappears without a touches on is past life ex- 
The neck belonging to'a heart- or diamond-shaped face (as we enough time to it, or that we try trace. There is no trace of the periences, or reincarnation. We 
discussed last~eek) can wear what the short neck should not: too hard and this can cause disease throughout he bodily are always moving forward, he 
round or square necklines, short necklaces and chains, distractions, " I t ' s  a very light fluids. With leukemia it's like a says, experiencing and learning 
Depending on neck length, the following suggestions may be energy, a very gentle energy, kid's sparkler all around the as we slowly progress toward 
helpful for softening the sharp chin of this shaped face. Some energies are as fine as a body and the entire blood sys- whatever our ultimate goal is, 
The Regal  Neck feather touching the fine hairs tem." and toward the God energy, but 
The long neck, topped by an oblong face, should avoid sharP on your face; 'ghosts' don't Morris, Who says he's had on- sometimes experiences from past 
V-necklines, deep open collars, long pendant-style n cklaces; and make noise." ly two colds in the last seven lives can affect this one. The 
rigid chokers worn right at the base of the neck. All of these Meditation itself is a healing years, and those only because he most dramatic experience he had 
either create a longer look or draw attention, which is what you process that he says has nothing wanted abreak from work, adds with this was with-the wife of an 
to do with negative nergy, it's that documented evidence shows. Air Canada pilot who was 
don't want to do. What does lo k good is round necklines, soft cowls and boat- an in-built ability that all human that people who tend to view life physically and emotionally ter- 
necks, high ruffles, bows, and round necklaces to flllin the beings have, and has been writ- with a positive attitude rarely rifled of flying. 
ten about many times. He gives become ill. When he does occa- While exploring a past life that 
neckline. The long neck (don't overexpose it) can be a beauty bonus and the bible as an example; there sionally feel something like a with her, Morris discovered 
the envy of every short neck. Hold your head high and proud, are references to the body's cold coming on, he sits down in 1916 the woman, who was a 
spirit having the ability to repair and meditates, visualizing those man in that previous life, had 
The Short of It and look after itself. He adds bugs being destroyed, and it been involved in a plane crash in 
The short neck, topped by a round face, should avoid high tur- that visiting angels, complete in always seems to work. which she (he) had been thrown 
tie necks, round collars that emphasize face shape, high ruffled the classical sense of having When asked why there is such clear, but was forced to watch 
collars, and choker necklaces, wings and a tremendous ra- an increased interest in self- another person in the plane 
Make a short neck look longer with V-necklines (wear shirts diance, are often present in healing and psychic phenome- literally burn alive. Three weeks 
and blouses with the top two or three buttons open), wide spiritual healing, non in general, Morris replied, later she phoned Morris from 
U-necklines, and long necklaces or chains. Morris points out that re- "I think because of the state of Sydney, Australia, explaining 
The short neck, topped by a square face, should avoid high covery from a disease or illness the world and the planet earth, that she had flown there with her 
necklines and square necklines, or injury of some kind is not with the amount of wars and husband, that her fear of flying 
Soften a sharp, angular jawline with rounded collars, soft done by the healer, it is done by destruction that keeps happen- had disappeared. Morris calls 
scarves, and round necklaces (not chokers) that create a U-shape, the individual themselves. If an ing, there is a lot of focus on try- this a past life hangover. 
, individual has decided that they ing to heal the planet itself. Guides often choose a male 
Short end Sweet "1 think there are 173 wars go- personna, but they contain both 
The short neck can get away with a turtle neck if it is not will die of a heart attack at noon 
bulky, not too high, not too colourful (does not attract today, then they probably will ing on as we speak. We're on a the male and female gender. 
attention), and if you have a neck that's long enough to cover despite modern medicine or tiny little planet and we can,t "The interesting thing when you 
(your head doesn't rest on your shoulders). Wear your jacket col- spiritual healers; the individual even exist peacefully together, talk about he upsurge of energy 
lar slightly away from the neck and low in the back to add length always makes the choice. What So people are looking for , is that it's predominantly female 
to a short neck; Think long and slender. Carry your head high, the healer does is to help the per- another way to exist peacefully energy, which is the prime 
and avoid hunching your shoulders, son realize that they can heal on this planet. It's also quite in- energy of the earth. This female 
-- themselves, teresting to see how many energy is predominant in most 
One Too Many "Cancer is an interesting groups are trying to fight this males; the gentleness comes 
The neck topped with a double chin should stay •away from disease because we all have it. movement. They don't want through clearly." 
high chokers at the throat, large, stiff collars, big bows, big ~, •Every human being has the can- only the peace and quiet, they 
turtlenecks, high ruffles, anything that crowds the face. cer cell within them. it's become want fire and brimstone and all And as for skeptics, Morris 
• Provide a distraction with open collars, V-necklines, long pen- painfully obvious that if we can that kind of thing." remarks, "People sometimes tell 
• . dants worn low on the chest, manifest this disease then we As for the mystique surround- me that I'm strange. And my 
should be able to transmute this ing anything related to the spirit answer to that is that we're all 
Upl l f t ingThought$  realm, Morris remarks, "It's a stuck on the outside of a piece of 
: We may not have been born with the perfect,shaped face or  disease." 
the perfect length of neck, but we can play the amst and create Spiritual healers are now ac- fact they used to burn witches, mud flying through space; now 
the illusion of perfection. Simple and easy, a flattering neckline cepted in hospitals in England, whether you were a witch or you that's really strangeI Science is 
'[tnd an attractive hairstyle (which we analyzed last week) can be a something which has come weren't, they used to burn them stranger than fiction. As the 
definite bonus, and make us feel better about the shape we are about in just the last 10 or 15 alive; it was the only way to cure man said, there's more in heaven 
. years. "The London Cancer the devil that they saw in them, and earth than meets the eye," 
on top.. 
Vleit, to the fireball are time-honoured and exciting sorts of field tdps for local school children. 
Shown here are Year One and Two students from Stephanie Moulton's class at E.T. Kenney 
primary school. 
TERRACE AUTO DEALERS 
AUCTION SALE 
Saturday, June 8, 1991 
IN DOORS AT TH E 
TERRACE ARENA 
3220 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
, A . .M.  SAL STARTS AT 1175 80 
ON THE BLOCK WILL 
• ; 1990 AND OLDER MODELS 
CARS, TRUCKS, 4x4s, VANS 
FROM THE DEALERS OF TERRACE. 
VIEWING FRIDAY, JUNE 7, 1991 
• SALE CONDUCTED BY 
PROFESSIONAL ACUTIONEERS 
MIKE & MONTY ALDOFF OF 
FRONTIER AUCTION SERVICES LTD. 
~. Kamloops, B.C. 
PHONE 372-0560 
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Natives have tobe better 
for careers, seminar told 
by Harrlett FJaagesund 
Affectionally known as a 
member of "the gravel road 
cops" (because they spend a lot 
of their time travelling on gravel 
roads), Cnst. Alex Angus of the 
New Aiyansh detachment was 
one of the many guest speakers 
during the Kermode Friendship 
Centre's Career Days seminar 
May 31. 
Angus, who has been a police 
officer for 15 years now, encour- 
ages young people to join the 
police force, which he describes 
as much more than just a career. 
He says it is not any harder for a 
native to join the force than it is 
for a non-native. The same rules 
apply to everyone. That there is 
racism in the force is a mis- 
conception, he says. 
"Everybody is equal at depot 
(police officer training academy 
in Regina), nobody is special. It 
doesn't matter what color or 
creed you are. When I hear 
young people say they are 
treated unfairly, I say, 'Why not 
join the force and do something 
constructive about your 
gripes?'" Training for a police 
officer takes six months, and 
every year they are required to 
take two or three courses on up- 
grading. 
He adds that there are areas of 
the province where native con- 
stables are in demand. Working 
as a peace officer, he says, is a 
demanding job, but it is never 
boring. There is alwayssome- 
thing new. 
Angus polices three com- 
munities in the Nass, including 
one non-native community 
(Nass Camp), and admits that 
he has an advantage in that he 
can readily converse with the 
elders because he speaks the 
native language. He advises that 
anyone who is interested in join- 
ing the police force, or who 
would like more information, 
ing about very slowly. "Native 
politicians have been twisting 
arms and kicking doors. Up un- 
til about two years ago Native 
communities were policed, now 
they police for Native com- 
munities. There's a big dif- 
ference.', He says that in many 
areas there are still barriers to 
Natives; being good isn't 
enough, he explains, you have to 
be a lot better. "In both the pro- 
vincial and federal governments 
it's hard to find Natives in top 
notch positions." 
A recent study of Natives in 
the work force came up with 
these figures: 
Natives employed full-time: 
27070. 
Natives employed part-time: 
16070. 
Natives employed seasonally: 
27070. 
Natives underemployed or 
unemployed: 31 °70. 
Natives self-employed: 2070. 
Another problem, Moore 
says, is that many Native com- 
murdties spend close to $1 
miLLion a year training people, 
but then the communities don't 
get those people back because 
they prefer to stay in the bigger 
centers where there may be more 
opportunities. He adds that they 
are trying to change that. 
Moore points out that many 
natives continually choose ca- 
ree~s in teaching.o~ become law- 
yers, and. while he finds nothing 
wrong with those professions, he 
adds that there are a great many 
opportunities out there for in- 
dividuals who are. willing to 
work hard and stick it out. 
Something Moore finds ironic 
is that the land in the Nass 
Valley is good agricultural land, 
yet most of the people there buy 
90 percent of their groceries in 
supermarkets in Terrace. 
should contact their local de- "There is a stigma about 
tachment, farmers. I see nothing wrong 
with getting your hands dirty 
Another guest speaker was and producing something." 
Mathew Moore, a specialist in Another area Moore touched 
Native economic development, on was self-government for 
He says attitudes toward Native bands and tribal groups. "We're 
peoples are changing, but he not asking for theworld, wejust 
adds that those changes are com- want to govern our own laws." 
OF 5 YEAR POLEs 
DEVELOPMENT 
PLAN 
The Bell Pole Co. Ltd. wishes to make avail- 
able for public viewing the 5 Year Develop- 
ment Plan No. 6 under Forest Licence A.16832 
for proposed operations within the Kispiox 
T.S.A. 
The plan maybe viewed at the Bell Pole Co. 
Office, 5630 Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
until June 28, 1991, during regular working 
hours. 
Comments are invited and to ensure con- 
sideration they should be in writing and 
directed to 'Forestry Supervisor', Bell Pole 
Co. Ltd, P.O. Box 280, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A6. 
I 
/ 
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CGA's mark  40th an nnversaw: :[Edr/ardshonoured 
by Nancy on- members personally, thenewest member. " Terraces Bryan Edwards has 
"My main focus this year is to Other officials attending the been Chosen Broadcaster of the 
by Nancy Orr 
Fortieth birthdays are often 
occasions of apprehension but 
that was not the case for the 40th 
birthday celebrated this year by 
the Certified General Account- 
ants Association of B.C. 
Their anniversary is an occa- 
sion for celebration of the ac- 
complishments of the CGA since 
its inception in B.C. 
CGA was officially incor- 
porated April ll, 1§51 by third 
reading of Bill 61 in the Legis- 
lature of B.C. There was record- 
ed at that time a total member- 
ship of 313: today, membership 
totals more than 7,500. "It is the 
largest accounting body in the 
province, with a fully compre- 
hensive education program," 
says historian Helen Knowles in 
her history of CGA BC. 
Partners in Excellence was the 
theme for the celebration at 
Mount Layton Hot Springs on 
May 25, and the banquet room 
was festive with balloons, 
favours, and flowers in cor- 
porate colours of beige and 
burgundy. More than 40 mem- 
bers and guests of the North 
Coast/Bulkley Valley chapter 
gathered to  meet provincial 
president AI Kerfoot, his wife 
Maureen and other guests at the 
conclusion of the Chapter's an- 
nual meeting and workshop. 
With a brief overview of the 
association, local president 
Marc Soprovich introduced Ker- 
foot, who spoke of the ac- 
complishments of the associa- 
tion inthe past 40 years and of 
his pleasure at being able to get 
around the province to meet 
ensure that members remain in- 
volved in their organizations," 
he said. "That they participate 
and join in its activities and 
celebrate its achievements. We 
have been very busy building our 
organization on a firm founda- 
tion, now we can enjoy its bene- 
fits, too. 
"We began this year's 
festivities with a grand banquet 
at the Pan Pacific Hotel in Van- 
couver on March 15," he con- 
tinued, "and we will be moving 
through the province to each of 
the 12 chapters, then to a wind 
up at the Bayshore in October." 
The CGA program is often 
likened to the Chartered Ac- 
countants (CA); however, there 
are notable differences, par- 
ticularly in the method of educa- 
tion. With CGA, experience is 
mandatory for graduation i ad- 
dition to the academic re- 
quirements; much or all of the 
course can be taken by cor- 
respondence; study and work is 
often geared to a range of op- 
tions, such as public practice, in- 
dustry, government and finan- 
cial management. Members are 
qualified to conduct audits as 
well as all the functions at- 
tributed to certified account- 
ants .  
CGA was the first association 
of accountants to incorporate 
computers into their program. 
Other highlights of the even- 
ing included a presentation to 
Don Mason of Smithers, who as 
a 25-year member was inducted 
into the Quarter Century Club, 
and also a presentation to Der- 
rick Lorimer of Prince Rupert as 
anniversary were Bill Caulfield 
of Vancouver, executive director 
of CGA BC; Maureen Sydor of 
Vancouver, administrative assis- 
tant in public relations; Marie 
Pet.riw of Prince George, liaison 
governor and newly elected 
North Coast/Bulkley Valley 
president; and Gunter Eisenberg 
and his wife of Kitimat. 
Among the members of CGA 
Association attending the 
celebration at the hot springs 
were graduates of Terrace's 
Skeena and Caledonia schools; 
Jane (Wightman) Sacharoff of 
Smithers; Donna 0Vatmough) 
Demers, Terrace; and ZoLynne 
(Cyr) Mulder, Kitimat. 
Year by the B.C. Association of : 
Broadcasters. Edwards, senior 
vice-president of the Okanagan 
Skeena Group, owners of CFTK 
radio and television, received the 
award at the association's annual 
convention May 22 in victoria. 
The honour goes to one 
individual each year whom the 
association believes exemp!ifies 
the qualities of a good broadcaster 
• within their home community and 
who has made regional and national contributions to the industry. 
Edwards joined Skeena Broadcasters in 1973, became general 
manager of operations in 1980 and president of the company in 
1985. He has been a member of the Radio Bureau of Canada's 
strategic planning committee and has been a director of the B.C. 
Association of Broadcasters for the past four years. 
~ l Anti-vibration suspension system • Electronic solid state ignition • Chrome plated cylinder wall for extended [] SAFE-T-TIP • anti-kickback device engine life • Chain brake 
I go l~ Y.=,m[" • CSA certified 
HOMELITE MODEL 300 Regular $479" 
A,k ~,, ,,,,,~c~, m,,~=,,~ ,,; NOW... $399 °5 
• RIVER INDUSTRIES OFFE. EXPI.ES 
(TERRACE) LTD. MAY 31, 1991 4JT 4 e' 
1 4427 Highway 16 TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5L5 
{ ~  w~ 635-7383 -- FAX:  635-4076 =~:~.~.,, 
- 1 "'Complete" Automotive, Logging, Mining & Industrial Supply Centre 
ToFind It' 
COLLISION REPAIR 
AND PAINT CENTER 
635-3929 T--.=E i 
FAX. 635.3001 J 
RON 
• In l  
SWIFTY 
Muffler Centre 
NATIONALLY GUARANTEED 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
• . .  i f  not . . ,  tell us."  
4918 Greig Ave. 
Terace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
11.A Kelth Ave. 
Auto G/ass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638.2166 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry- Renovations 
"'No Job too small'" 
Seniors Rates 
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4Z3 
Malcolm Simons 
Pit. 63.5-7724 
Guide 
West Coast 
Landscaping 
DESIGN.-- INSTALLATION 
MAINTENANCE 
COMMERCIAL-- RESIDENTIAL 
* LAWN REJUVENATION 
" PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP 
• IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
Jon Blake 
635-2572 
3923 Sknlamn Cres. 
Terrace, B.C. 
NERC CRUISERS ,~, MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON a OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMEUGHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PROOUCTS 
SHINOAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
OL No. 7550 a POWER PRODUCTS 
[635 4946 Greig Ave.,  Terroc, 
/ " l  i . .4"i I - !  I V I ,l,,]P 
Jon's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Roders Custom Framing 
Portraits ..C).. Mat Cutting 
Family Sittings L~ Posters 
5 Minute Passposts Limited Editions 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. Bus. 635-5288 
Terrace, B.C. V8G I P9 Res. 635.5544 
i g ' l i w m  i n uu~,m m 
TELEPHONE 635-2881 
SYSTEMS 
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SATELLITE TV 
CancomNaluevision authorized dealer 
PRO-TECH 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING 
(l 0WlSl011 0r UClI01I II0USllliS U0.} 
Residential, Commercial and Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
• 635-5134 4519 L&kelse, Terrace 
t-la/'ncavez 
BARBER SHOP ESTHETICS., J,,, 
• Parma We specialize In • Facials 
• Colour straight razor shaves • Manicures 
• Creative Cuts and tapers. • Pedicures 
• New Look Consultations • Waxing 
• Braids & Up-do's • Nails 
635-5727 or 635-4555 
Llkolse Ave., Tom(e, B.C. 
IIII I 
NORTHWEST CONSOLIDATED• 
SUPPLY LTD. 
"SUMMER HOURS" 
Beginning June 1st 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays 
HOURS OF OPERATION 
8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Monday to Friday 
sUPpLi A~mS EMERGENCY SERVICE: 
Gregg - 635-2913 
=~, Ran - 638-0789 
Allan - 638-1157 
Doug - 638-1675 
• Harold - 635-5033 
I 2903 Braun Street, 635-5981 I GEAPHiCS~~C~EEN P~iNTS / I Terrace, B.C. 503, KEITH AVENUE 635 7731 / 5239 Kelth Avenue, 635-7158 
! ~BLU'~ ST '~R E00R] -N~ " ~ ' ~ O ~  I Terrace3s32ThorNhilold Lakelu.ElectriCLake Dr. "~.('~' 
I CONTRACT FLOORING LOG WORKS t,-  uou-~-o- ,%see  n.,o-, ,~u~, 
I Commercial & Residential Custom Built Log Homes- Quality Pole Buildings I 
I • PROFESSIONAL d==31D oood -- Anything from Hay Barns, Carports, Wood Sheds to I 
I INSTALLATIONS VI,~U"UlUOI Picnic Shelters, Playhouses and Gazebos. I specializing in
I • WORKMANSHIP I ' lA~ , - ,~  1,200 sq. ft. log building with loft and log roof structure. I residential & 
I • ~UAuP~FNTEEclrU~IRVsEAR __  I"l~t,ll::l ' i Hand peeled, seasoned pine or cedar logs S22,500. I commercial wiring ~ ~  
I CON=~O.,L i~3U'PAGE-257 a.a 3, Box 15, I 
/ " . ~u~,"~t~s . 455u Greig Avenue Kal;=m L.ke Dave .r,.48oo I Terrace, B C FREE ESTIMATES / Dan Lamb Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M3 "" I R~. #16g~4 I~kl, l=Cm~,cmmr/mmeew 
Jane's Pet Ga]lery 1 COOSEMANS PIANOS 
Dog and Cat Grooming ~ ---5-SALES 
' FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY TUNING, 
~ & REBUILDING 
Pet Portraits ~ "Drop a line in the ~"~ I ~Coo~.n ,  
• 3 Straume Ave. 
~,ce, B.C. Original Pastel Portraits ~ ' Terrace R v~w. ~.~¢.~,_...¢.t~=~.1 
Dogs, Cats, Horses and W'ildiife 635-6552 Classified Section for fast / IADA U8G 2C4 
. JANE TURNER 638-8018 . results. / w,.,-,) 635-9275 
JOHNNY'S BIRCH ~_ 
BURNS BEST! ~,~~=_~=~j~ 
the warmth 
Call COLLECT ~ - = ' ~  
633-2646 
J&A FIREWOOD ENTERPRISES 
'1 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat l Carwash 
i~  Open 8:30-,o:3o dan, 
I \ I 2701S.K=Ium 635-6180 
"A True Northwest Company" I 
638-0241 
(24 Hrs.) 
i i 
SKIDOO 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles , Chalnsalws 
Snowmobiles • Mandne Supplies 
TERRACE A EQUIPMENT 
SALES ~ LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave, Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
m 
HI .QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inf latable Boat Repairs 
Durab le - -  High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor belt 
installations, splicing, and repairs 
vulcanizing and pulley logging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-06(~ 
& (~rematorium ~t~. 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7 
Phone: 604-635-2444 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
"YOUR AUTHORIZED 
LENNOX DEALER" 
Heating & 
Air Conditioning 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
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• " D i  cTo Y:   :l!   :M:ig sion markS33rdanniversary 
. ~ ~ , - . ,. ' ' Cont r ibuted  by  Betty Bellamy 
" I famanth inkh imsdf to  , :: , I 
be something, when he is 
nothing, he deceiveth im- 
self." 
Oalatians6:3 
• ~ :ili!~il ¸ : / .  ~- : 
i 
• Sacred Heart Catholic Church  
Pastor: Mass Times: .. 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Ft. Allan F. Noonan. 
Sundays: 9:(X) a.m. O.M.I. 
11:30 a.m. 
4830 Stroume Avenue 
r 
635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Church 
Holy Eucharist: 10 a.m. 
Sunday School: 10 a,m. 
,4506 Lakelse Avenue 
Priest in Charge: 
Rev. Eugene Miller 
: 635.9019 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Morning Worship - -  11:30 a .m.  
Sunday Schoo l  - -  10:15 a .m.  
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. Ole Unruh - -  635.7313 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griffiths - 635.3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday~Schoa~! :,. " " 
(for oil ages) 
9:45 o.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
Pastor : 
W.E. Glasspell 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
Terrace Full Gospel Christian Fellowship 
NEW LOCATION: 322.2 Munree Street 
Sunday Service: 10 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. 
Wednesdays: Mid-Week Service Pastor:. Slade Compton 
and Bible Study: 7:30 p.m. 
Church: 638-8384 Res.: 638-0829 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Minister: 
10:30 a.m. Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. ~- 7:00 p.m. 
4907 Lozelle Ave. 635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
3511 Eby Street 
Pastor:. John Caplln 
Associate Pastor:. Cliff Siebert 
"' ' 635-2.434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible Hour: 9:45 a.rn. 
Morning Service: 11:00 a.rn. 
Evening Fellowship: 6:30 p.m. Ass't Pastor: Douglas Ginn 
All ore cordially Invited 
Youth Ministries * Home Bible St, udles * Visitation 
635.7725 4923 Agar Avenue 635.7727 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Pastor:. 
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Peter Sluys - -  635-2621 
Coffee Break. Ladies Bible Study 
September-May 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 
3602 SparRs 635-7207 
i f 
• i i 
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The Terrace Auxiliary to the 
Leprosy Mission held its 33rd 
anniversary celebration on May 18 
at the Terrace Alliance Church. 
Charter members from as far 
away as the lower mainland and 
Hazelton attended, as well as 
ladies from the Vanderhoof and 
• Prince Rupert auxiliaries. 
A' lovely luncheon was served 
and enjoyed by about 55 invited 
guests, followed by the celebration, 
which was open to the public, A 
collection at the event raised $300 
for the rfiission. 
Six of the past 1.0 presidents 
were in attendance and were pres- 
ented with a corsage by our acting 
president, Nora Gines. 
It was a special joy that Eliza- 
beth (Hendal) was well enough to 
attend, and as it Was her birthday 
that day she was surprised with a 
birthday cake while everyone sang 
Happy Birthday. Later she was 
presented with a bouquet of red 
roses, which served as the 
centrepicces at the luncheon, and a 
gift from the Terrace ladies. Eliza- 
beth has been a keen supporter of 
the Leprosy Mission over the years 
and served as president for several 
years. When interest waned, she 
would encourage new members to 
join, many of whom are still at- 
tending. 
Muriel Platt: Founded local auxiliary in 1958. 
The guest speaker for the cel- 
ebration was Muriel Plait (nee 
Rouw) from Langley, who was the 
founding president of the Terrace 
Auxiliary in 1958. She was intro- 
duced by Nel Lieuwen, who has 
served as secretary/treasurer fo
many years, and she told how 
Muriel was instrumental in her 
coming to work in Terrace many 
years ago, and could remember 
telling her she was only staying for 
one year. 
Muriel told many interesting 
stories of the beginning years. 
When given credit forstarting the 
Terrace Auxiliary, she said that in 
fact, the credit should go to Marg 
IMPROVING Maggie Park • 
YOUR ODDS #209.4526 Park Ave., 
AGAINST Terrace, ]B.C. " 
Frazer, who would encourage her 
to start an auxiliary wherever they 
worked as nurses - -  first in Van- 
derhoof, Prince Rupert and then in 
Terrace and later in Nanaimo, all 
of which are still active. 
Evelyn Anweiller, who is a 
founding member, gave an inter- 
eating history of the Terrace Aux- 
iliary. Refreshments were served 
and a wonderful time of fellowship 
• followed. 
The chief objective of the Lep- 
rosy Mission is to minister in the 
name of Jesus Christ to the physi- 
cal, mental and spiritual needs of 
the sufferers from leprosy, to assist 
in their rehabilitation, and to work 
towards the eradication of leprosy. 
• There are approximately 15million 
lep.msy sufferers in the world 
today. It is curable"with modern 
drugs, and the average cost of cure 
for one patient is :$150. 
The local auxiliary has 15 active 
HEART 
AND STROKE 
FOUNDATION Of  
B.C, & YUKON 
CANADA'S 
#1 KILLER. 
VgG 1Vl 
638-1167 
members who meet every second 
Monday of each month in a mem- 
ber's home. Our purpose is to give 
prayer and financial support o the 
A thoughtful way to remember is with an In 
Memoriam gift to the Heart and Stroke Founda- 
tion of B.C. and Yukon. Please mail your donation 
to the above address and include the name of the 
deceased, your name and address, as well as the 
name and address of the next-of-kin for an 
acknowledgement card. 
Leprosy Mission. 
All money raised through our 
offerings and bake sales goes 
entirely to the Mission. A bake 
sale will take place on June 15 at 
the Skeena Mall. 
For more information, call Nora 
at 635-2678 or Betty at 635-6248. 
May 30 
May 31 
i 
June 1 
June 2 
June 3 
June 4 
June 5 
Heather Piffer, Terrace 
Jim Candeiora, Terrace 
Susan Workman, Smithers 
Margaret RemPe I, Terrace 
(Second win--- April 22, too) 
Dabble Jaeknmn, Terrace 
Peggy Jackson, Terrace 
Murlei O'Boyle, Terrace 
4260 $50 U 
3370 $100 U 
,4243 $100 I 
1093 $50 
i 
0895 s5o il 
1636 $50 
I 
3622 $50 [ 
I 
:' :ii.i" . . . .  " . . . .  ' : "Y  
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:a,,iCTiisoahherfot Mlii| io li 
Farewel.I,- Cas-ey '
and Finnegan 
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by stephanle Wlebe 
When you talk with Emie 
Coombs, it's easy to forget be's a 
Canadian legend. As CBC's Mr. 
Dressup, Coombs has been a tele- 
vision friend to delighted young 
children since 1964, but with his 
good-natured conversation and 
easy humour, he seems more like 
a small-town neighbour than an 
electronic pcnonality , 
Coombs will tour Northwest 
• communities this week, featuring 
the farewell performance of pup- 
pets Casey and Finnegan. After 25 
years on-screen with Casey and 
Finnegan, "It's sort of like having 
your kids grow up and move away 
from home," says 03ombs. 
Puppeteer Judith Lawrence is 
- retiring along with the well-loved 
characters she created. Her home 
in southern B.C. has made the 
commute to the CBC studios in 
Toronto a long one: Coombs 
explains another eason Lawrence 
has earned her retirement. "It's not 
easy being stuffed under tables and 
counters with your arms sticking 
up in the air all those years." 
Coombs began his long-running 
stint working as an actor in child- 
ren's theatre, and as a puppeteer 
for Fred Rogers (that's the Mr. 
Rogers). In 1963, Coornhe met an 
opening in a preschool show called 
Butternut Square, where puppet- 
puppy Finnegsn was born, and 
soon after, Mr. Dgssup came into 
being. In 1965, Casey, the second 
half of the famous puppet duo, was 
introduced, and Canadian children 
have been enchanted ever since. 
Coombs says that the show has 
not changed substantially through 
the years. Mr. Dressup still pulls a 
variety of costumes out of his 
Tickle Trunk, inciting imaginative 
play among his young viewers. 
The songs and silly puppet antics 
delight wide.eyed children as 
always. Although the occasional 
sight of a computer on the set 
reflects the times, Coombs ays his 
show is basically the same. Of his 
audience, he says, "They haven't 
changed that much." 
But Coombs must admit that a 
portion of his audience has aged a 
bit - -  his original fans are now 
adults. "There are a lot of people 
who watched the show, that have 
kids now," he says. "It's very 
gratifying," Coombs says of this 
broad generation of fans. 
Coombs never expected Mr. 
Dressup to become a Canadian 
institution. "I can still remember 
Judith and I saying, 'Well, this is 
a pretty good show. It should last 
two or three years.'" The CBC will 
officially celebrate Mr. Dressup's 
twenty-fifth anniversary next sea- 
son. 
Will Mr. Drcasup follow Casey, 
Finnegsn and Lawrence into retire- 
ment soon? "I can't figure out 
what I would do if I did retire," 
says Coombs. This news brings a 
sigh of relief to children and par- 
ents all across Canada, 
Shows are scheduled for 1.'00 
p.m. and 3:00 p.m. on Saturday, 
June 8, at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Tickets are available at Jeans 
North and the Bank of Montreal. 
The event is sponsored by the 
Terrace Child Development 
Centre. 
Mr. Dresaup and Terrace children say good-bye to Casay end Finnegan Saturday night in a 
performance at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. The local show is part of a ~rewell tour for the retiring 
• duo, who over the years have become a Canadian institution in children's entertainment. 
Comedy night at tne R:E.M. Lee 
by amy Barton 
Three Men and a Mike come to 
Terrace this weekend with hilarity 
and entertainment i  mind. Former 
Terrace resident lan Bagg and 
We were wonden'ng... 
The Terrace Review wondered, 
WTga questions would children 
ask Mr. Dressup? What follows 
is an "indirect" interview, with 
questions provided by Parkside 
Elementary Year Two and Three 
students: 
Steven: Where do you live? 
Mr. Dresaup: Right here, in a 
house in a town called 
Picketing. 
Amy: How old are you? 
Mr. Dressupi Sixty-three, as old 
as a grandfather. : , 
Steven: Do you have any pets? 
Mr. Dressup: Not anymore. We 
had a cat, but he went to the 
seashore and retired. 
Metthew: Do you still filmyour 
show? 
Mr. Dresaup: Sure do. 
Emily: How long does it take to 
film a show? 
Mr. Dreasup: Thice hours. 
Tamara: Where do you film 
your show7 
Mr. Dresaup: In Toronto. 
Amy: Where do you get the 
clothes for your Tickle Trunk? 
Mr. Dressup: They come from 
the CBC costume department, 
which is very big. I get a lot of 
cast-offs. 
Emily: Where do you get all 
your craft ideas? 
Mr. Dressup: Sometimes from 
myself, and sometimes from the 
people that write our shows. 
Julia: Where do you get all the 
neat scenery? 
Mr. Dressup: That's made by the 
CBC scenic department. 
Jamle: Where do you get all the 
songs? 
Mr. Dressup: We have a library 
of songs that we use on the 
show. 
Kenneth: How many countries 
does Mr. Dressup appear in? 
Mr. Dreasup: Mainly in Canada. 
Jamle: Who does Casey and 
Finnegan? 
Mr. Dressup: Judith Lawrence. 
Julia: Where are Casey and 
Finnegsn going to go? 
Mr. Dressup: They're going to 
live on Hereby bland with 
Judith Lawrenee. 
Jennie: Will there be any new 
puppets? 
Mr. Dressup: There already are. 
We have four new puppets, 
Truffles, Chester the Crow, 
Annie and Grannie. 
Sheen: Where did you get the 
name "Mr. Dressup"? 
Mr. Dressup: At the very 
beginning show, called Butternut 
Square, we decided Mr. Dressup 
was a good name for someone 
who likes to dress up. 
Julim Why did you choose the 
job of being Mr, Dressup7 
Mr. Dressup: I didn't choose it. 
! was asked if i'd like to work 
on a preschooler's show, and it 
sort of evolved from there. 
Emily: How long have you been 
Mr. Dressup? 
Mr. Dressup: That's been 
twenty-seven yearn. 
Jeasicm When is your birthday7 
Mr. Dre~up: November 26th. 
Brad: What is your favourite 
food? 
Mr. Dressup: Seafood - -  I like 
all kinds of seafood. 
Kenneth: Are you married? 
Mr. Dressup: Yes. 
Matthew: Do you have any 
children? 
Mr. Dressup: Yes, I have a 
daughter and a son. 
Vancouverites Peter Kelsmis and 
Craig Campbell will perform at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Friday 
night at 8 p.m. 
In a telephone interview lan 
Bagg described the trio as "three 
of the youngest, hottest comics in 
Canada". He also says the comedy 
will appeal to anyone over the age 
of 16. 
Bagg himself recently won the 
honour of being Vancouver's 
funniest new comic in the B.C. 
competition sponsored by Yuk 
Yuk's and Sprite. He placed third 
in the Nationals. His only perform- 
ance in Terrace to date was last 
November at the Inn of the West. 
Peter Kelamis has been on Corn- 
edy College and "is a headliner all 
over Canada", says Bagg: Craig 
Campbell was the winner of last 
year's Vancouver's funniest new 
comic competition promoted by C- 
FOX; he's performed at lmprov in 
Los Angeles and Seattle. Both 
comics have performed in schools 
as well as t~r adults. 
What prompted the three com- 
edians to perform in the North- 
west? Bagg says they wanted to 
start off with some good entertain- 
rnent (comedy) in an area that 
would appreciate them. After this 
tour is completed, the three comics 
will be moving on to Los Angeles 
to find a funnybone in the Ameri- 
can market. 
Sing your way 
to the top of the charts 
Come out to Kamoke Night and sing along 
m~the , !y r i cs  as they appear on video. 
m 
"N  
e. 
. °  
Sundays 8 - 12 midnight & Thursdays 9 p.m. - 1:00 aJ 
Join the chorus at George's Pub! 
Northern Motor Inn, 3086 Hwy 16 E., 
Terrace phone 635-6375 
*1 
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new Skeena production i, Welcome to Stormy's Notes. I f  it has .to do with live 
r ' entertainment i  Terrace, you'll find it here. I will attempt to keep 
ster is stretched out on the din- school is ignoring her. Charlene everyone appflsed of what is happening where on the local music ..Contdbuted by Brian Koven. 
Skeena Theatre Arts will be 
presenting It's a Scream, a pro- 
duct ion that spoofs horror 
movies old and new. The two- 
and-a-half hour comic produc- 
tion is comprised of three plays: 
"Frankenstein Slept Here", 
11' "Under Jeky s Hyde',,• and 
"Nightmare High". 
• In " 'Frankenstein Slept 
Here", Baroness Frankenstein 
has thrown open her castle doors 
to all those who can't cope with 
the outside world. What an as- 
sortment! A descendant of Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr, Hyde, a young 
Medusa with snakes in her hair, 
Vampria, the Mummy, the mad 
Igor, a Phantom Bride, and --  
the Invisible Man. 
The Baroness does not own 
the castle. It belongs toan  
American society matron who 
has been sending monthly che- 
ques to pay for the staff she 
foolishly imagines is working at 
the castle. She is due shortly to 
inspect the premises. The Baron- 
ess has been using the money to  
pay for her experiments in re- 
creating the fabled Frankenstein 
Monster. What to do7 
What else but have the crea- 
tures pose as servants. Mrs. 
Hanna Hoople arrives with her 
young niece and her husband. 
Imagine her suprise when she 
discovers her gardener isthe in- 
sane Igo r, the butler is an Egyp- 
tian:mummy, the cleaning wo- 
man is a vampire, and The Mon- 
ing tablel 
"under Jekyll's Hyde" is a 
farcical version of Robert Louis 
Stevenson's classic tale, Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr, Hyde. In the 
play, Dr. Jekyll  experiments 
with the evil side of man's 
nature and produces Edward 
• Hyde, who incites horrible hilar- 
ity wherever he goes. Action is 
riotous in the true sense of the 
word. Some of the other charac- 
ters are Mrs. Gush, who has a 
mental disorder; Little Oliver, 
who has a physical disorder; 
Alice, who is so sweet hat you 
could get diabetes just by listen- 
ing to her; Inspector Seek, who 
plays Hyde and Seek; Trash Can 
Tommy, who is a mixture of 
Blackbeard the Pirate and Oscar 
the Grouch; Finnan Haddie, 
who has a brain no larger than 
the fish he sells; and Lotta 
Nonsense, who is a gypsy you 
wouldn't want to mess with. 
In "Nightmare High", six 
high school students join forces 
one stormy night, staking out 
their school auditorium to dis- 
cover the identity of the mysteri- 
ous Locker Stalker. What begins 
as a half-hearted joke turns into 
a rollercoaster vening of thrills, 
chills, and side-splitting laughter 
as each student's nightmare 
comes to life onstagel Colin con- 
fronts a living, growing blob of  
cafeteria-style mashed potatoes. 
Kellie is horrified to discover the 
real reason why everyone at ' 
Fo~~,  
4720 Hsugismi  Ave. 
Ten'see, B.C. VgG 2W7 
A thoughtful way to remember is with an In Memoriam 
gift to the R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation. Donations are 
gratefully accePted at the above address. Please include 
the name of the deceased, your name and address, as well 
as the name and addross of the ncxt-of-kin for an 
acknowledgement card. Income tax rcceipls are available. 
A KIN Invitation 
The Kinsmen and Kinette Clubs of 
Terrace extend a KIN Invitation to 
past presidents and Kinsmen 
to attend our 45th anniversary and 
the Official Grand Opening of 
the Kinsmen Centre 
is chased by a crazed serial' killer 
with a ,questionable taste in vic- 
tims, and Todd's worst fantasies 
about the science lab and what 
teachers do on weekends i like 
nothing you've ever seen! 
The three plays include an 
esemble cast with many per- 
formers playing several different 
roles. The performers include 
Eric Allen, Gino Carpino, 
Carolyn Craig, Mike Duarte, 
Joel English, Glenys George, 
Marshall Graham, Robb ie  
Grewal, Troy Hall, Shannon 
Hamhuis, Leanne Hidber, 
Nichole Hobenshield, Christian 
MacLean, Fraser McKay, Romy 
Maikapar, Byron Mikaloff, 
Lucy Milhomens, Tony Mis- 
feldt, Tina Nelmes, Nicole Page, 
Jackie Palmu, Loie Pelletier, 
Shauna Prest, Ryan Prinz, Kris 
Puge, Chantel Robertson, Chry- 
stai Sparks, Dawn Thomsen, 
Rebecca Van Herk, Lisa Van 
Hulle, Brian Vincenzi, Leah 
Wilson, and Kari Wold. 
Never before have so many 
unusual characters (50) been in- 
chded under the banner of one 
production. 
It's a Scream will be presented 
Friday and Saturday, June 14 
and 15, 7:30 p.m. at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. 
agenda. Please feel free to contact the Rev/ew if you have a sperm 
event or musical happening that you would like the community to 
be aware of. 
For the regulars at Oigi's, this week's hand will be a welcome 
return engagement. For folk who want o dance, the downstairs pub 
at the Terrace Inn features the exciting sounds of Hall of Fame, a 
six-member band originally from the Philippines. 
Sisters tota and Luba Mendez front the band with solid vocals. 
Llno Arboladura wields the throbbing bass, with Felix Fermndo n 
guitar. Keyboards are operated by bobby Bafla, and new drummer 
Steve Marshall completes the hand. 
Hall of Fame is a crowd-pleasing top-forty band; lots of oldies 
and danceable rock tunes in this repertoire. With the exception of 
Steve Marshall, the hand members have been together for the past 
five years, touring B.C. and Alberta. 
If you've been looking to dance to the sounds of a live band, 
check..out Gigi's. Hall of Fme is in town for a three-week 
engagement. 
Boyd Paguio is playing in Augie's lounge for the rest of the week. 
If you haven't been down in a while, you'll find a nice change in 
the lounge with the addition of .a dance floor. Boyd plays a 
pleasing, relaxed piano style,•incorporating a lot of old favourites. 
Hanky's at the Inn of the West is a favourite haunt for the more 
modem sounds of music, as well as some older classics. I'll keep 
you up to date on any contests or "happenings" as they come up. 
The Northern Motor Inn offers something for the country music 
lovers as well as the fun of the Karsoke sing-a-long. Dave Johnson 
is playing until June 15, and the Karaoke rum on Thursdays 9 'til 
closing and Sunday evenings 8 'til midnight. 
That's your update for this week. If you have live music news, 
contact the Rev/ew and I"1 get fight on it. Until ne~ time... 
Northwest Arts and' 
Entertainment Calendar 
R.E .M.  Lee  Theat re  
• June 7, 8:00 pm - -  Three Men and a Mike, comedy show with lan Bagg, 
formerly of Terrace 
• June 8, 1 and 3 p.m. - -  Mr. DressUp 
• June 14 and 15, 7:30 p.m. - - I t 's  a Scream, presented by Skeena Theatre Arts 
Northern Motor Inn 
• ""'°" C.nt.nn....u..um ,, !! 
• Untd June 16 - -  Behind the Ballot Box, a populist look a t  
the history of Canada's electoral system 
Mount Elizabeth Theatre, Kitlmat 
• June 9, 1 and 3 pm - -  Mr DressUp, with a special farewell to Casey and 
Finnegan 
• June !2 and 13, 8 pm - -  Night at the Theatre, presented by the Kitimat 
K,wan,s Club 
• June 25 and 26, 7 p m - -  Awards and Scholarship Awards evenings at Mount 
Elizabeth Secondary School 
P r ince  Ruper t  Per fo rming  Ar ts  Cent re  
• June 6, 5 and 7 p.m. - -  Mr. OressUp, with Casey and Finnigan 
• June 12, 7:30 p.m. - -  Prince Rupert Senior Secondary School Awards 
Ceremony 
• June 22, 7:30 p.m. m Dance Festival '91 
• June 26, 7:00 p.m. - -  Booth Memorial Junior Secondary School Awards 
Saturday ,  ]Ceremony -. 
~. June  15th, 1991 - -  - ' " " ....... ' .... ' ' 
[ ,_.c.= I • 6:so p.m. Th s o l  Sponsored  By:  Dinner, .presentations and dance • Tlckets $40 per couple. . ..ii~i~i!~iiiiii i~i~/:i~/~;"il!i~.il i i:~i~/~i'~!:il i i ~il i i:~;~:i'~il !: i!': I i i~i i!~:i~ ::.: • :. i. 
Cal1638-8093 or 638-8585 forfurther lnformatlon. . ~ !~ e~ iiiii!}i::::!::;i~ ~) ~~i i !~} i i i i !  :1 HLl:m !: if i ~ !:!!!i!!i!ii' ~ ..................... ~ .............................. 
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G rant" to  fund,, - Little ' ,, •. • - ,.,,, 
Theatre summer school 
Contributed by 
Marianne Brorup Weston 
The Terrace Little Theatre has 
once again received a Challenge 
91 grant and will be running a 
Drama Summer School in July 
and August for children age 7-12 
years. 
The TLT will hire four 
students to coordinate a.d run 
the school, whose first mandate 
is "the kids have fun!" 
This school is not for children 
who expect to perfect-their 
drama skills. The Aurora School 
of the Arts fills that need in the 
community. Our drama pro- 
gram gives secondary school 
students an opportunity to gain 
work experience, while sharing 
their own drama knowledge in a 
relaxed atmosphere. Of course 
this doesn't mean we never have 
high quality performances, 
because we often do. You never 
know when a budding actor or 
director will pop out of the 
woodwork. Previous training in 
the arts is helpful for both 
children and instructors, but it is 
not a prerequisite. 
The toughest job is finding the 
right mix of instructors. These 
young people are given a great 
deal of responsibility, teaching 
kids about drama in a creative 
way, while keeping the space 
and the children safe. A sense of 
huh'tour helps. 
Registration forms will be sent 
out in mid-June to all area 
schools. In the meantime, the 
four positions for instructors 
have been posted at the Canada 
Employment Centre. Anyone 
presently in secondary scliool or 
first year college can submit a 
resume.in writing to CEC. 
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CLOWNS IN TOWN. Ko-Ko, Chuckles and Zippo were seen recently hanging around the 
concourse in the Skeena Mall, amusing weekend shoppers. The trio were letting everyone know 
the circus is coming town. The Shrine Circus performs here June 24. 
Reg iona l  d i s t r i c t  
suppor ts  Aurora  
The Aurora Summer School of 
the Arts has received one more 
fiscal shot in the arm. On Satur- 
day, the Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine's Economic Devel- 
opment Commission approved the 
release of $10,000 budgeted for 
that purpose earlier this year. 
That amount will be added to the 
$25,000 included in the City of 
Terrace's 1991 budget, plus other 
grant funds helping to get Aurora 
off tea  good start in their first 
year of activity. The Economic 
Development Commission repre- 
sents all communities within the 
regional district other than Terrace 
and Kitimat. The commission 
adopted the view several months 
ago thatthe Aurora Summer 
School of the. Arts is a regional 
Warlock 
Starring Julian Sands, Lori 
Singer, Richard E. Grant. Pro- 
duced by Steve Miner. Directed 
by Steve Miner. Rating: not 
rated. Running time: 102 
minutes .  
It's near the end of the seven- 
teenth century, and the frighten- 
ed inhabitants o f  the village of 
.~Oston have condemned an evil 
Warlock (Sands) to the gallows 
for trafficking with the Devil. 
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LESS! 
% ioFurmture a Mattresses for less... A LOT 
LOW COST WAREHOUSE OPERATION 
NO COMMISSION SALES STAFF 
NO COSTLY FRILLS OR GIMMICKS 
~r  DIRECT FACTORY PURCHASES 
~ HUGE MANUFACTURERS' DISCOUNTS 
~ VOLUME DEALER - LOW PROFITS LARGE SELECTION OF BRAND NAMES 
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE 
TREMEND'OUS SAVINGS! of regular stores 
pdces as i owas  X/2 those 
Terrace 
|[ I I I II IIIII I 
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC: | 
I Mon.- Wed. & Sat. 9 am- 6 pm Thursday & Friday 9 am- 9 pm Sunday Closed 
I III 
But Satan has further use of his 
disciple, and mystically trans- 
ports him 300 years into the 
future..Unbeknownst to the 
Warlock, the witch hunter, Giles 
Redferne (Grant) follows him to 
the year 1991. 
The Warlock's mission is to 
collect all the pages of a fabled 
book of black magic --  Satan's 
bible. When complete the book 
will reveal the name that, when 
spoken aloud, will undo all of 
God's creation. But Redferne, 
along with Kassandra (Singer), a 
contemporary girl of the 
nineties, are hot on the 
Warlock's bloody trail. 
This movie is not suitable for 
younger children; it contains 
some very frightening and 
disturbing scenes. 
Qulgley Down Under 
Starring Tom Selleck, Lara 
San Giacomo, Alan Rickman. 
Produced by Stanley O'Toole 
and Alexandra Rose. Directed 
by Simon Wincer. Rating: PG 
13. Running time: 121 minutes. 
Freemantle, western Austra- 
lia. Crica 1860. With a saddle 
slung across his shoulder and a 
custom-made Sharps rifle in his 
hand, things go haywire the mo- 
ment Mathew Quigley (Selleck) 
steps down off a square-rigger. 
He's set upon by a: band of 
rowdies ..and. a,:half-loco lady 
named Gora (San Gia~mo) who 
thinks Quigley is  her long-lost 
husband Roy. Dispensing with 
the rowdies proves less of a pro- 
blem for Quigley than getting rid 
of Crazy Cora. 
Then he has a run-in with a 
wealthy and egotistical rancher 
(Rickman) who wants to hire the 
sharpshoot ing American 
cowboy to annihalate the Aus- 
tralian Aborigines. Quigley isn't 
interested; he didn't come all the 
way to Australia to start 
shooting the locals. 
This movie does have its 
moments. 
THANK YOU!  
The Terrace Musicians Association and the Royal 
Canadian Legion thank the following merchants for 
donating prizes for the Spring Round-Up held at the 
Legion May 24 ~ 25; 
.Nor th land 
CommunicaUons 
• AM59 
• Blue Ridge Graphic 
• Northern Lights Stu 
• Envin Jewellers 
.. CJFW-FM 
• Northwestern 
Specialty Foods 
Also special thanks to all the local musicians 
for donating their time 
and equipment. 
,411 proceeds mill be 
donated to charity. 
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Gerry Martin? 
by Betty Barton 
Gerrold James Martin is one of 
the owners of Northern Drugs, a 
Rotarian, the president of the 
Shames Mountain Ski Corporation, 
an oldtimer hockey player, and a 
community-minded citizen. 
He has a strong commitment to
the community of Terrace, having 
served on the hospital board and 
the Recreation Commission. He is 
vice-president of Terrace and Dis- 
trict Chamber of Commerce and 
active in Rotary through every 
office, including his position of 
District Governor epresentative to 
our area. He is on the steering 
committee for Pharmasave Drug 
Stores. Gerry is a member of the 
golf course and supports its plans 
for expansion. 
A bit of an artist, Gerry used to 
paint in oils and charcoals, but he 
hasn't done any since their 
Gerry Martin: Play to win. 
children came along. Jeff is 20; 
Stacy is" 18 and graduating from 
Caledonia this year. Gerry grad- 
uated from the UBC School of 
Pharmacy in 1966. 
Dawn and Gerry Martin were 
• married in 1969. That same year, 
long-time friend and UBC class- 
mate Larry Krause called Gerry 
from Terrace to explain that he 
needed pharmacy relief at Munson 
Drugs for a month in order to 
attend his mother's funeral. 
After Gerry had been here a 
month, he decided he liked the 
place so he and Dawn settled in 
for a one-year trial period. After 
the year, he bought into the Mun- 
son Drugs partnership with Larry 
Krause and Bill Evans. Larry and 
Gerry bought out Bill when he 
moved to Smithers about 15 years 
ago. Northern Drugs has expanded 
by leaps and bounds ince then. 
Dawn sa D , "They (Gerry and 
Larry) work really well together, 
which is amazing considering how 
much time they spend together." 
Others in the community obviously 
feel Gerry and Larry make a good 
business team, too. A personal 
friend and Rotarian who has 
known them since his arrival in 
Terrace says, "They've made great 
accomplishments in their business 
through hard work, blood, sweat 
and maybe a few tears. I have 
sincere admiration for them as a 
team." In 1988, Gerry and Larry 
were awarded the honour of Busi- 
ness Executives of the Year by the 
Chamber of Commerce, 
Gerry and Dawn make a great 
team, too, according to a friend 
and business associate. In fact, 
they're so good together that they 
look like Fred Astaire and Ginger 
Rogers on the dance floor. At a 
social function, the friend finally 
talked Gerry into dancing with her 
and was disappointed to find he 
was wearing his two left feet that 
nightl 
Speaking of feet, Gerry is known 
for his unique socks - we're told 
they're original and always 
coordinated with his outfit. 
Dawn laughs and adds that Gerry 
finds his life and his work really 
exciting. He'll play any game with 
anybody and his philosophy is 
"You play to winl" His staff 
doesn't know how he and Junior 
Gingles make it through nine holes 
of golf continually trying to 'best' 
one another! It was also amusing 
to note that every time one of 
them was asked a question about 
Gerry, they laughed. They say he's 
always teasing and they're contin- 
ually trying to get back at him. 
Gerry is known to be interested in 
everything, particularly team 
sports. He's into tennis, softball 
and skiing, to name a few. 
lie's been riding his bike to work 
lately (Debbie's keeping track), 
partly because he has a fetish for 
Rice Krispie squares and butter 
tarts, we're told, and he's on a 
fitness kick. It's also a good 
excuse to go out for lunch because 
it's too far to ride home. The only 
hitch is that his daily routine of 
picking up films for processing 
from Northern Drugs is somewhat 
hindered by the lack of a basket 
for his bike. 
He's has been active in, and a 
staunch supporter of, the Terrace 
Timbermen oldtimers' hockey team 
for the past 11 years, lie's con- 
sidered by many as the backbone 
of the team and a Number 1 or- 
ganizer of travel and events. Fel- 
low team members call him an 
"aggressive player". One team 
mate commented, "It's taken him 
six years to realize it's three pen- 
alties and you're out of the game. 
He plays defense - -  with his 
skates, stick and elbows." Dawn 
says he used to get lots of pen- 
alties and then come home, com- 
plainingo "I never did anything 
wrongl" 
The Martin family travel far 
afield on holidays together. "We've 
had really good trips with the 
kids," says Dawn, "but we don't 
tentl" She declined to comment 
further on that point. For many 
years, this active family made a 
point of going out for dinner every 
Friday night. They're a very close 
family, partly, says Dawn, because 
they don't have any other family 
here. Gerry really likes his kids 
and "1 nag him all the time," quips 
Dawn. 
Gerry was born in Trail to an 
Italian father and an English 
mother. With his Italian blood, he 
is known to be hot-tempered when 
the need arises. Dawn says you 
never have to wonder what he's 
thinidngl Normally, he's thought 
of as level-headed and logical. 
Geny chairs a good m~ting, can 
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Gerry Martin was presented with this framed illustration of himseff at the 1982 Timbermen Awards 
Night, protesting all the while, 'I never did anything wrongl" 
subtly gst a discussion back on 
track, delegates well and trusts 
those to whom he delegates. He 
thinks in an organized manner and 
is articulate. Gerry has always 
been considered an honest individ- 
ual. 
Just so he doesn't get too carried 
awaywith himself (an unlikely 
possibility), one associate called 
him "a Yuppic with a Mercedes 
Benz". We're also told that he's a 
fan of Johnny Carson, but finds he 
can't stay awake through it any 
more. He's a non,smoker, but is 
known to bum a cigarette or two 
in social situations or tensc meet- 
ings. Gerry isa good cook, making 
Chinese and Italian food, but be's 
very fussy and measures every- 
thing. "It drives me nutst" says 
Dawn, "But 1 hate cooking, so I 
encourage him." 
This week's SPEClAL/H 
~ ~ ~ . . ~ ,  ~ ~ "  :..;: ... . ,/.- . 
1990 Jetta (Diesel) 
FANTASTIC FUEL ECONOMY 
sun roof, AM/AM stereo cassette 
standard transmission 
low mileage 
$10,500 
4542 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 635-6855 Olr 7262 
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Hire A Student Week June 3 - 9 was acknowledged in a proclamation last week by acting City 
of Terrace mayor Bob Cooper. Student employment counsellors Nicki Karlash (seated) and Harpal 
Manhas and Challenge '91 students Theresa Newhouse (left) and Patty Sharpies look on. Theresa 
and Patty, both university students, were hired three weeks ago as guides at Heritage Park for the 
summer. 
I As THINGS ONCE WERE 
Reports from Terrace's Heritage Park by Alie Toop 
Before CD players, record 
• players, VCR's, televisions and 
radios we came from far and 
wide to see the shows put on 
with a magic lantern. 
It is no exaggeration to say 
that the magic lantern was one 
of the Victorian era's most 
popular toys. Magic lanterns 
were the forefunners of the 
modern movie projector and 
were used about 200 years 
before the inventors of motion 
pictures. 
In the early 1800's, enter- 
tainers would stand on street 
corners, with lanterns on their 
backs, peddling their wares. 
However, they wouldn't give 
public shows; instead they gave 
shows only in the best homes. 
Even though the home shows 
were popular, the public show- 
ings remained a favorite past- 
time. 
The entertainers who did 
those shows were very talented. 
they showed productions, com- 
plete with sound effects, music, 
trick slides and both dramatic 
and comic readings. The few 
people who lived in Terrace in 
the early days were not depriv: 
of this popular entertain-. 
ment. 
During the 1920's the 
Princess Ice Cream Parlor, 
operated by Mrs. Kirkaidy, was 
a popular place for the folk to 
gather. It not only served ice 
cream, hot chocolate and can- 
dy, but Mrs. Kirkaldy showed 
slides projected on to the wall 
with the magic lantern. 
The Princess Ice Cream 
Parlor was located on Kalum 
Street, where the Silvertip Cafe 
once stood, next to Northern 
Healthcare's current location. 
Although the magic lantern is 
not operating anymore, the ob- 
ject itself can be seen at 
Heritage Park. it is proudly 
displayed in the Homesteader 
Cabin. 
The Terrace News, December 
29, 1922 reports, "The Terrace 
News has had the telephone in- 
stalled in the office and will be 
glad to have messages phoned 
in. The call is two long, one 
short, one long." 
The Terrace News, Friday, 
November 24, 1922. "The At- 
torney General announces a 
reduction of $1.5ffa bottle on 
champagne for Christmas. Fie 
thinks all are cabinet ministers. 
He is mistaken. Most of us are 
still in the beer class and would 
like to see a reduction on that 
beverage for Christmas." 
The Omineca Herald, July 3, 
1914, "Local strawberries from 
Terrace and Kitsumkalum have 
been coming in for the last 
couple of weeks. These berries 
are so superior, both in flavor 
and in condition upon arrival 
to the southern product, that 
the demand is greater than the 
supply." 
This is the time of year we 
start thinking about the 
Oldtimers Banquet. The ban- 
quet is held every year, on the 
last Saturday in July. This year 
it will be the 27th of July at the 
Terrace Inn on Greig Ave. The 
social hour starts at 6 p.m., 
and dinner will be served •at 7 
p.m. 
This Oldtimers Reunion Ban- 
quet has been going on for 
many years now, and it will 
probably go on as long as there 
is a Terrace B.C. In later col- 
umns we will give more infor- 
mation on where to get the 
tickets, etc. For more informa- 
tion you can phone me at 
635-4546 (Heritage Park) or my 
home at 635-2723. 
"One thing we would like to 
stress --  if you've made up 
your mind to go, then please 
get your tickets early. 
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES TO 
PERSONS WITH A MENTAL HANDICAP 
COORDINATOR AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT 
FOR A COMMUNITY NEEDS ANALYSIS 
British Columbia Mental Health Society 
wishes to contract withan Individual, society 
or agency tohire a coordinator and research 
asS,stant for a community needs analys=sl 
The purpose is to gather information in order 
to provide a clinical service for the above 
client population. The information will allow 
the service to be responsive to the community 
needs in the North Region. 
Proposals will be considered from parties 
who have the relevant professional qualifica- 
tions and experience in the field of mental il, 
Inesslmental handicap. The contract will pro- 
vide for salary plus travel costs as ap- 
propriate. 
For further information, please contact: Mr. 
Ron Bensen, Regional Director, Northern 
Regional Office, #708.299 Victoria Street, 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 5B8 
The deadline for submitted proposals is June 
21. 1991. 
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Students clamour 
for summer work 
by Betty Barton 
Once again it's time for 
employers and students alike to 
"Spring into Action" to ensure that 
their summer employment eeds 
are met. It's Hire a Student Week 
at the Canada Employment Centre 
for Students - -  a country-wide 
network of more than 400 centres 
whose express purpose is to help 
match up students and employers 
for the summer months. 
In Terrace, the Canada Employ- 
ment Centre for Students opened 
May 6 with Nicki Karlash back for 
her second year as student employ- 
ment counsellor. Harpal Manhas 
joined her May 18 after training in 
Prince George. 
Since 1968 the Canada Employ- 
ment Centres for Students have 
played a key role in the lives of 
millions of this country's tudents. 
Last year Canada Employment 
Centres for Students recorded more 
than a quarter of a million job 
placements. For many students, 
using the centrcs' services was 
their first exposure to looking for 
work and landing a job. 
• For the past 22 years., employers 
have been hiring young workers to 
take care of their summer employ- 
ment needs. This year will be no 
different. 
Canada Employment Centres for 
Students arc much more than bull- 
etin boards listing job openings; 
they offer a wide range of other 
services as well. For example, 
work-seeking students and their 
prospective mployers n~d look 
no farther than the nearest Canada 
Employment Centre for Students 
for information on wage levels, 
labour legislation and jobs avail- 
able through federal and provincial 
student summer employment pro- 
grams. Sudents can also get indi- 
vidual coaching and guidance. 
For more information, please 
contact he local Canada Employ- 
ment Centre. In Terrace, call 635- 
7134 to talk to Hatpal and Nicki 
about summer employment. 
.$ Polly's Care 
~ '. Chinese & Western Cuidne 
'~ - - - - - -~  Men --Thur$ 10"30 a m midnight 
Frl. & Sat. 10:30 &m. --  1 Lm. 
• Jndsy 12.'00 a.m. - -  10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 o, 638-8034 
GIM'S  
RESTAURANT 
~.~;'~" Chinese & Canadian Food ~.~, ,  
]i"J~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK i~.\~!r 
~ Tlmrsdaj, 11:30 a na - -  !i:00 .m. :~: 
Fra - Sa, . - so  - I:oO'f.;.. "ce; 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. IO:OO p.m. 
464J Park At, em,¢ • 635"-6111 
This Week .I"~T,~'~.:',,:::'-I 
I uwrr ,=u . -u~. ,n  I 
~ 1  InAUGIE'S LOUNQE I 
~ 1  NOON. 2:00 P,M. I 
~ !  Monday to Friday ! 
l i l l e - -31!  _.".o, B..o, u 
NBNIL I iN  I ~anuanaa~ RolIo & DoooorI~ I 
! se.as i 
~ ~ m l l =  uam0 m m m ~ ann m mm 
4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635-6630 
TOLL.FREE: 1-800-663.8156 FAX: 635-2788 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635-6184 
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IL k, ng EastemStar 
oo back . . .  . holds bake .- 
' dday, June I, 1990: The iniiial; Stages of Ten'ace's emergency 
IH  plan had already been implemented, and if the situati°n sa]e l  d raw 
J L  worsened emergency personnel were ready to spring into . . . . .  ... ,. 
action• 
The situation was the threat of a major flood. And on that Friday a 
year ago this week it didn't look good. If existing weather patterns 
continued as they were, there was a good chance of some flooding. 
Sandbags had already been stockpiled in Hazelton, the most threatened 
community on the Skecna River system• But parts of Terrace were in 
danger, too. 
But for the most part we were spared. Over night the freezing level 
dropped from 8,500 feet to 6,600 feet, the Bulkley River began to drop, 
and only minimal precipitation was in the wind. 
Still, there was some flooding in our area. A foot of water on the Old 
Remo road caused some concern for a while. The road to Greenville 
was under water as well, but that was described as a normal occurrence 
for this time of year. Flooding of the Esker overpass detour was 
prevented when a North Coast Road Maintenance rew used fill from 
the overpass approach to raise the temporary road well above the level 
of the rising water. 
An issue that pops up from time to time in our community was raised 
by Minister of Municipal Affairs Lyall Hanson a year ago this week. In 
addressing the difficulty of funding an extensive sewer project in 
Thomhill, Hanson told the regional board in a letter, "It concerns me 
that a large organized area located immediately adjacent to the City of 
Terrace lacks local self-government." 
Was he talking about incorporation, or amalgamation with Terrace? 
Kitimat-Stikine Regional District director Pete Weeber decided on 
amalgamation, and made a motion to that effect. "We're running a 
municipality by remote control here," he told the board. "And we're not 
in that business. It's high time they started controlling their own 
destiny." 
Thornhill director Lea WatmOugh wasn't all that optimistic, however. 
. by Nancy Orr 
The annual fund raiser for 
cancer esearch and dressing and 
supplies was successfully con- 
cluded on May 17 in the lobby of 
Terrace's Cooperative Store  
when members of the Order of 
the Eastern Star tOES) held their 
annual bake sale, to the delight 
of •customers getting ready for 
the long weekend. 
At the conclusion of the after- 
noon, the final draw was made. 
First prize a jewel box went to 
Donna Zeigler, and second prize 
a hand made rug went to Vicky 
Brown. 
Members of the OES meet 
regularly in the Skeena Health 
Unit to make sterile dressings by 
hand for patients who have had 
surgery for cancer. The dress- 
ings are meticulously made and 
are free of charge to patients 
referred by qualified physicians 
or nurses. 
Another source of income for 
the Order is the collection of 
postage stamps for sale to collec- 
tors and other interested people. 
This is an annual motion, he suggested, and nothing had ever happened All the proceeds from the 
before, sales are used directly for pa- 
" l r  n 1989, planning and economic development were high on the tients of cancer --  either for 
1 agenda• The focus, in a manner of speaking, was a new era of material for dressings or for re- 
J L  progress toward becoming a regional centre. It began with the search into treatment and 
hiring of two new city employees. • causes• 
Peter Monteith was our new tourism and economic development Assisting Norma Bennett, 
officer and his job was to attract new business and to market our area Past Matron of the OES,to make 
as a Northwest tourist destination. If he was successful, we would see the draw was passer-by AI 
ind~triai and commerciai~growth, a need for more housing, and growth Noonan. ": 
in our hospitality industry. Thus the need for the second employee. 
Marvin Kamenz was the new city planner. His job was to work with 
Monteith, the Public Works Department and city council and adminis- 
tration to help guide the direction of development spurred by Monteith. 
We would nceda new Official Community Plan with appropriate zoning 
bylaws to ensure the social and economic future we desired. 
There was a bit of a glitch, though• Although Terrace had begun to 
think of itself as the hub of the Northwest, the mining industry seemed 
to favour Smithers as a base of operations and the government seemed 
to be following their lead• The government had just announced they 
were setting up a Smithers-based Mines Development Steedng 
Committee there. 
This was cause for concern for alderman Danny Sheridan. "I'm getting 
a little concerned about all they've got there," he said. But follow 
council member Bob Cooper said there was no cause for concern at all. 
"The service industry is growing here and I think those offices will 
gradually move (here) too." 
L 
ooking back to 1988, free trade and pdvatization were issues 
of public concern. More positive were the 60th annual conven- 
tion of the B.C. Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks 
hosted by Terrace, and the annual inspection of Air Cadet Squadron 747 
by Rear Admiral Robert George. 
Also, Terrace's first real emergency plan was finally in place. 
Emergency Services area coordinator Ray Tank spent about eight 
months preparing the 75-page document that would help to coordinate 
all emergency services personnel if any type of disaster struck our area. 
And in closing, how about a few little forestry goodies from 1988. 
The Rim Sawmill was due to close on the coming Friday and according 
to New Hazelton mayor Gary Moore it was a direct result of the 
government's decision on the Sustut.Takla timber license. As a result, 
the Hazeltons banded together in filing a complaint with the B.C. 
Ombudsmen with the hope of having the government's decision 
reversed. 
, Logging and the environment collided in the Khutzeymateen. Wedcene 
River Timber, who had recently opened a new sawmill in Prince 
Rupert, had been awarded a forest liccnce for the Khutzcymateen years 
~rl ier but cutting permik~ had bccn in limbo for two years. That's when 
the controversy over the impact of logging on the resident population 
o1' grb,~ly bears began. 
Prince George l'orcsl companies were lobbying hard for some 
softening o1' the new Ministry of Forests Iorest policy but Foresls ....... ~ .. j .  
M imtcr  Dave Parker said it would ncvcr happen. Hc  said th.cy were . : 
working out any problems with the new appraisal system - as they were i;~;. 
found - and the nurnbcr o1" complaints would eventually be reduced. 
Terrace council wasn *t so surc, though. They invilcd local Ibrcst 
companies Io a mccti~g to discuss the issue and then decide if they  
should bc doing a little Iohhvin~ of their own. 
• • , . , 
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ARIES Remain edtral m a heated sttuatton Future a ] 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 • rear. opp0t~tonities will depend on your• keeping [ 
your cool at this time. ' " 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21.June 20 
CANCER . 
June 21.July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA • 
Sept 2 D-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
Be oPtimistic. What has long been denied you will 
Soon come•your way. Romance could chhnge 
coarse. 
Don't believe everything yo.  hear; Vicious rumors 
can ruin a good b-0siness relationship as well as a 
personal one. 
Expect imperfections in others; No one is per fee.l,. 
• • • • "~ 
Growth comes with increased knowledge--trig 
time to learn is now. 
Exercising.y0ur body will stimulate your mind: 
Take a walk or attend that exercise class yea have 
been avoiding. 
The time to make acommitment has arrived. 
Either~accept the responsibilities offered to you 
or get away from them altogether. 
• An unexpected apology rekindles old memories. 
Don't allow it to cloud your feelings. Accept he 
inevitablewith aplomb. 
Save money by staying at home and working on 
that project yourself. It will improve both your 
homeand your mind. 
A new business venture sounds intriguing but 
problems with a hostileco-worker will make it an 
impossible dream. 
A relationship has gone off course. Do not try to 
steer it back. Tread carefully in unchartered 
waters. 
Creativity is your strong suit. Make good use of 
it. Expect phone call from family member. Don't 
put  him off. 
Long distance correspondence ould lead to 
travel. Cost will not be a factor. Go and have a 
good time. 
Bert's Delicatessen 
/~ . , ,~"~\  ~ Let us prepare your first 
j~]" bite! Super sandwiches, ~ fresh salads, 
beverages, sausages, European 
~ ' ~ L ~  delicacies. Phone ahead and we'll 
have lunch ready when you arrive! 
635-5440 ' 4603 Park  Ave . ,  Ter race  
II. 
¢ 
SHIRLEY BOWMAN IS PROUD TO BE A SALES 
SUPERVISOR AT TERRACE'S NEWLY RENOVATED 
SAAN STORE, NOT ONLY HAS SHIRLEY WORKED 
FOR THE SAAN STORE FOR 5 YEARS BUT SHE'S 
LIVED IN TERRACE FOR 23 YEARS, 
AS SHIRLEY PUTS IT, "TERRACE IS JUST ONE OF 
THOSE TOWNSTHAT YOU JUST DON'T WANT TO 
EVER LEAVE," 
• ~ / 
SUPPORTED BY THE CITY OF TERRACE 
SPORTSMEN, MINERS, 
FORESTRY WORKERS 
;O WHERE YOU WANT 
WHEN YOU WANT 
WITH 
Work ,  ' 
Work, Work ,  
Hay, Play, 
P lay  
dm 
REG $492900 
NOW SALE SPECIAL $409900 
GoUa week? 
The YFM350ER combines the .... 
legendary Big Bear's 350cc high torque 
powerplant with an easy to handle 
2-wheel drive chassis, capable of 
carrying and towing a 1,000 pound 
payload. 
Wanna Play? 
The YFM350ER is perfect for the 
outdoorsman who knows halt" the fun is 
gelling there. Its dual range. 5-spend 
Iransmission with reverse and Monocross 
rear suspension lame the roughest 
terrain. And features like electric start. 
fully sealed shah drive and CD ignition 
mean year~ of reliable service. 
YAMAHA 
Wc make the dllJm~. 
KEN'S MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Ken Gibson 
(0o4) s3s-2909 
